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PRBFACB 

As industrialization proceeds, it leaves a trail 

'o~ mementos on the existing pattern of social stratifi

cation. The modes of social differentiation and the 

unequal allocation of social status and rewards to various 

positions and fanctions are affected in a major degree. 

It is proper to say that a society undergoing tbe process 

ot industrialization will exhibit competing systems of 

social stratification. -Thus, it does not leave anyone in 

doubt to decipher the impact of industry on the systems 

of social stratification. 

However, the impact is not unllinear. Both indus

trialization as a process and social stratification not 

only affect eacn other but are also affected by each 

other. They interact concomitantly and exert :l.ntluences. 

In ·the present analysis, our main endeavour is to 

show the mutual interaction between industrialization and 

social stratification in India. We d.o not have an elabo-

rate theoretical construct of our own. We note certain 

accepted :formulations of the impact of industrialization 

on the syste11 of social stratification in the Western 

societies and use tbem as the background against which 

to present the results ot oar analysis, primarily based 

on some selected studies, surveys and re~orts. 
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The first Chapter presents a discussion on the 

theoretical aspects of 1ndustr1al1zat1on and social stra

t1t1cat1on, followed by an analys.is of different theore

tical approaches revealing the relationship between the 

two. A set of broad changes are presumed to flov from 

industrialization, under the general concepts of stracta

ral change, i.e., differentiation, consistency, and 

mobility. Thas, there is a highly developed theory of 

the presamed 'impact• of industrialization. It is believed 

that as industrialization grows tn any given society, the 

tradit1.onal institutions and value-.. atterns will change 

in the direction of the Western modes of social lite and 

thought. The second part ot the Chapter deals with the 

impact of social stratification on industry. 

fbe second Chapter, dealing with India, questions 

the above assumption about tbe movement of non-indu.strlal 

societies towards tbe institutional framework of the 

Western society. We plan to show that industrialization 

of traditional society like India does not result in the 

total disintegration ot the old social order but in mutual 

accommodation between the industrial and non-industrial 

sectors of social lite. The tact that the impact of 

industrialization varies from one society to another has 

particular relevance here. 
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We shall give special 

mode of strat1f1catton, that 

attention to one specific \ 
i 

is based on the ritual con~ 
l 

cepts ot purity and pollution of which 'caste' provides· 

tbe most characteristic example. We will try to explore ', 

the processes underlying the transformation of lndian 

society from one with hierarchically organized caste 

I i 

~! 

groups to a relatively open society stressing individual 

attributes. We will also ex~lain as to how the caste 

system in India has been adjusting itself to new forces 

of industrialization and is not yielding to class system 

and that the process and impact of industrialization in 

India differ fro~ the West. 

The second part deals with the impact of caste 

systeaa on industry. Several qu.estions will be attempted, 

i,e., whether the social organization ot the society as 

a whole is reflected within the industry? Whether the 

bterarcbical ranking of castes paralleLs. the hierarchical 

ranking within the industry? Whether a worker's caste 

predicts his career and position in an industry? 

The most direct form of study oz the present problem 

seems to be to select an area where a new .industry or 

factory is established, and to make an intensive investi

gation ot the economic and social lives of the inhabitants 
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of the area as well as of the wo~kers employed in the 

tactory. We have, therefore, selected Bihar as nn area 

of study in the third Chapter. My intention and purpose 

of chosing .Bihar as an area ot study is purely academic. 

Since, we have to depend solely on secondary sources at 

H.Phil level, we will n:aake ctse o:t personal experience 

and acquaintance wttb the field to somewhat compensate 

the lack of depth in studies based wholly on secondary 

data. Since the total scholarly resources for analysis 

of the social implications of industrialization in Bihar 

o.re small,. we will also make use of the Census data to 

show the partial disintegration of oc·cupational structure, 

based on traditional stratification system (due to indus

trialization). In our analysis of Bihar, we will also 

include different tribes since the major portion ot 

industrie.s lies in tbe tribal belt of· Chotanagpur division. 

It is my privilege to express a few words of 

gratitude to all those who have helped in completing the 

present piece of work. words prove too weak a vehicle 

to give tbe expression of my thanks to my Supervisor, 

Dr. K.L. Sharma, who gaided me at successive stages of 

work by giving valuable suggestions. My heart-felt thanks 

go to my friends - Talkeshwar, SanJay., Phulcband, Sabal, 



MwJ;.; Rav1ndra, Mukti, Ashok, Awadhesh and RaJan,· who provided 

help and encouragement tn writing this dissertation. I 

wisb to express special thanks to Hr. GuJanan Begde who 

typed this di.ssertation, and the statf of JNU Library 

who extended all possible help. 

Nev Delhi 

Januar:y 4., 1989-. 
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CBAPTBR I 

IIDtJSTRIALIZATION AND SOCIAL STRATIFICATION: 

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES 

From the initiation ot sociological writings in 

the field of ind.llstrial sociology and. sociology of social 

stratification, social theorists have applied a variety 
•' 

of theoretical perspectives to elucidate the nature and 
,. 

processes of industrialization and so~ial stratification. 

They have also taken pains to explain the impact which 

industrialization processes exert on the nature ot the 

system ot social stratification prevalent 1n a particular 

social system. Scanty attention has been paid both at the 

conceptual ana substantive levels to demonstrate the 

impact of social stratification on the process ot indus

trialization. The question arises whether it is a one way 

process, i.e., industrialization brings about changes in 

social stro,ti.tieation; Or social strat11'icat1on also 

affects the nature ot industrialization; or the two are 

interactive and interdependent. 

Industrialization bas been variously defined by 

sociologists. Central to all of the definitions, however, 

is the idea of a shift in the economic base of society 

from agriculture to industry. The customary index of 

this shift is a decline in the proportion of tbe labour 



force employed ln agriculture and an increase in the 

proportion - emp_loyed in the manutact11ring and service 

industry. 

2 

Inspite of the d.iversity, there are common teatu.res 

ot industrialization process, no matter where it occurs. 

These common features lie, tor the most part, in vbat Paul 

Meadows has called the inner-structure ot industrialism, 

i.e., "s~ecialized machines and tools; a body ot knowledge 

about machine processes, properties and tasks am human 

beings disciplined tor machine work.n 1 

There are in other words some intrinsic elements 

of industrial technology that appear - irrespective of 

the point in time at which industrialization occurs and 

irrespective of the particular cultural heritage upon wbicb 

it is superlaposed. One ot these elements and the one 

which seems to have the most far-reaching effects, is a 

complex form of division of labour. 

'l'he maJor question to Which this Chapter ia addre

ssed is: what are the social etfects ot industrialization? 

There are certain questions that also need to be answered. 

Are the instances ot common features of industrial 

1. Meadows, Paul. The Culture of Industrial Man. 
Line®: University of Nebraska Press, 1950, p.13. 
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societies and those in the process of industrtalizlng, a 

result ot simple 1a1tatlon of forms, established earlier 

in ~ecldental societies or are tbey :-~.·• 1n.evi table conse

quences of the industrialization processes itself? How 

can we separate the effects of industrialization troa the 

effects ot arbanizatlon and other processes occurring at 

the same time? 

One of the maJor themes (and one ot the important 

unanswered questions) in the recent literature on indus

trialization centres around the issue of wide-spread ini

tiation ot the process .. :• aovlng in tbe direction of a 

C01111Don world-cu.lture or a d.lversity of forms of industrta

lisru.2 This is another way of posing what was identified 

above as ~he central question of this Chapter: Are there 

effects of industrialization that can be predicted without 

regard to considerations of time or place? 

There is a wide-range ot opinion among sociologists 

regarding the answer to this question. One of the extreme· 

positioi'IS on the effects of industrialization is thnt of 

Herbert Blumer who maintains that "••••• industrla.lizatlon 

by its very make-up, can have no definite effect."' 

a. Moore, Wilbert B. The Impact of Industry, Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J.s Prentice Hall, 1965, PP• 9·20. 

3. Blumer, Berbett, Barly Industrialization and the 
Labouring Class, Sociologica~_Quarterly,, 1, January 
1960, p. 9. 
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Although few sociologists would agree with this 

statement, the~e is less than complete consensus regarding 

what social effects may be attributed to the 1ntroduott·on 

ot manufacturing indu.stries. Particularly in the analysis 

ot the "outer structure o.f industrialism"• i.e., the patterns 

of social organization· ot firms, communities and various 

social institut1ons, 4 it has become clear that a variety 

ot organizational forms may serve the same needs. Wilbert 

Moore has used the phrase "principle ot structural substi

tutability" to refer to the :tact that "~ho general functional 

requirements .for the persistence ot any society set only 

very wide limits on the appropriate strllctural ways ot 

accomplishing these requirements".' 

The effec~ot 1Qdustr1al1zation upon the degree of 

division ot labour assume special importance not only 

because any change in the form of division of labour has 

tar-reaching consequences, but also because ot its special 

relevance, i.e., increasing occupational Sikeeiallaation is, 

in itself, an important form of structaral differentiation 

and 1n addition tends to produce more differentiated stra

tification patterns, increases the number and variety of 

4. Meadows, op.cit., pp. i5-21. 
s. Moore, op.cit., p. 83. 
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special interest organizations and in various other 

ways contributes to the segmentalized cbaracter of indus

trial societies. 

There is a growing recognition ot the necessity 

for cross-cu.ltaral comparative stadies in which J;aypotbe_sis 

regarding effects of industrialization can·be tested in 

various cultural contexts as well as tor comparative stu

dies of developing societies over time. 

Current studies leave some important questions 

unanswered, inc·lad.ing whether the findings are generaltza;.; 

ble to all indastria.l societies and whether they are 

resu.lts of urbanization or industrialization. However, 

the following points are emphasized: the breakdown of 

traditional culture under the impact of ind~atrialization, 

the increase in the division of labour and resulting com

plexity in the patterns of &octal stratification and the 

emergence ot rational tarss ot integration \1h1ch can be 

noted, among other places, in "organic solidarity". 

The most illportant.point in this regard that assu

lles cardinal significance ts the analysis ot the process 

o:l difterentiation as it occurs during the early stages of 

industrialization. Most sociological comparative studies 

have n~t involved any real 0 processual analysis" but have 
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analyzed, at a single point O:t time, societies that are 

presumably at·dif.ferent stages of 1ndu.str1al1zat1on. 

fhey have then assumed that the observed ditterences 

are accounted tor by the· operation of various sets of 

processes. 

Social Stratification 

Social stratification has been viewed differently 

through a variety of conce,ptual trw:oes by different social 

theorists, but all tbe tbeor:les carry tbe common the•e of 

viewing it as an institutionalized form of social ineqlla

llty. To pllt it differently, social stratification refers 

to the presence of social groups whiob are arranged hierar

ch.ioally, usually in terms of the amount ot power, pre

stige and wealth their members possess and those who 

belong to a particular group or stratum will have some 

awareness of a common interests and common-identity. 

There are different approa.ohes dealing with the 

relationship between industrialization processes and 

social stratification. 

Marxian Aperoacb: 

Marx's theory ot social stratification in all 

societies is based upon his analysis of social classes. 

He affirms strongly the economic basis of classes and the 
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antagonistic relationships between them. The differing 

relations of individuals to the privately owned means of 

production torm the basis for constitution of social 

classes, of those who own tbe means of production and 

those who do not, that is, 'haves' and 'ha.venots•. 

Marx distingu.ished several important epochs, or 

aaJor forms of social structure, in the history of •an

kind such as, ancient civilization, feudalism and the 

modern capitalism. "Each of these periods is characte

rized by a predominant mode of prodactlon aad based upon 

lt 1 a class-structure consisting of a ruling and oppre

ssed classes. The struggle between these ~lasses deter

mines the social relations between men.. In particular, 

the ru.ltng class which owes its position to the ownership 

and control ot means of production, controls also, though 

often in subtle ways, tbe whole moral and intellectual 

life ot the people.n6 

A social class in Marx • s terms .is any aggregate ot 

persons, who perform the same function in the organization 

ot production.. •Freeman and slave, patrician and plebian, 

lord and serf, guild-master and Journeymen, bourgeoisie 

6. Bendix, R. o.nd Li)!set, S.H. Karl Marx's Theory ot 
Social Classes, in Bendix and Lipeet ( eds.), _Class, 
Status and Power. Fletcher and Son Ltd., Norwich, 
1974, »· 6. 
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and proletariat"? are the nasaes of social classes in 

d.itf.erent historical period.s. Classes d.id not exist 

during the era of primitive communism when societies were 

based on a socialist qode of production. 

From a Marxian perspective, relationship between 

the major soc:lul classes is one of mutual dependenc.e and 

conflict. However, the mutual dependency of the two classes 

is not a relationship of equal or symmetrical reciprocity. 

"Very often - as iu. the famous opening passage of the 

'Communist Manifesto•, which begins: "The history of all 

hitherto existing society is the history ot class struggles" 

- Marx employs the term 'class' to refer to the major 

social groups - oppressors and oppressed - which are in 

conflict with each other in every type of human society 

beyond the most primitive .• n8 

Thus, Marx maintains that the historical changes 

trom one type of society to another are brouaht about by 

class struggles and by the victory of one class over 

other. While investigating the origins and development 

ot modern capitalism (in Europe), Marx observes that the 

7. Marx, K. and Engeles, F. Manifesto of the Commu
nist Party, Progress 2ubllshers, Moscow, 1975, 
p. 41. 

8. Bottomore, T.B. Classes in Modern Society, 
George Allen and Unwin Ltd., London, 1965, p. 23. 
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working class would be victorious witbin a relatively 

short apace of time in its struggle against the bourgeoi

sie. His conviction is founded largely upon his conclasion 

that modern large-scale factory prod.actton would be extre

mely favourable to the development of class consciousness. 

to the diffusion of socialist ideas, and on to the organi

zation of a political moventent.9 

Marx vas of the opinion that "witbin the capitalist 

system all methods tor raising the social product.iveness 

of labour are brought about at the cost of the 1nd1vidu.al 

labourer; all means for the development of produ.ction 

transform themselves into means ot domination over and 

e:x:ploitation ot the producers. They mutilate the labour 

into a fragment of a man, degrade him to the level ot an 

appendage of a machine, destroy every ••mnant of cbara 

in his work and turn lt into a bated toll, they estrange 

trom him the inteJ.lectual potentialities ot tbe labour 

process ••• they transform his life into working-time and 

4rag his wife and child under the wheels of the Jugger

naut cap1tal.n10 

9. Ibid, P• 21. 
10. Marx, Karl. Tlle Poverty ot Philosophy.. New York:. 

International. Publishers, pp. 708-709. 
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This extreme torm of exploitation leads to the 

formation of a 'class tor itself' from a 'class in itself'. 

The oppressed mass becomes united and the interest tt 

defends becomes class-interests. The question arises as 

to why it only bappeas tn a capitalist set-up! In the 

case of industrial workers. a ready communication exists. 

They are concentrated in the large industrial towns, the 

condition ol. factory production brings thea into close 

physical contact with one-another. 

Yet, Marx did not believe that the political orga

nization of the working class and the development of 

class-consciousness in thought and act1on would be the 

automa.t1c result of these objective conditions. In hts 

view, these obJective conditions provided a favourable 

setting for the development of political agitation •. And 

this agitation was in good part the function of men, who 

were not themselves workers, but who had acquired a 

correct understanding of historical change and who were 

willing to identify themselves with the movement of those 

who were destined to bring it about. D •••• a s•all section 

ot the ruling class outs itself adrift, and Joins the 

revolutionary class, the class that holds the future in 

its hand. Just as, therefore, at an earlier period, a 
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section of tbe nobility went over to the bourgeoisie, so 

now a portion of tho bourgeoisie goes over to the prole

tariat.n11 

Thus, Marx's analysis proJected the increasing 

nature of exploitation and alienation of workers in an 

industrialized society to be changed only through revolu

tion. In other words, ra.--volation is brought abollt by 

the increased differentiation between the classes and 

bo•ogeneity within the classes. 

However, Marx's l'iews have been widely crttictzed 

on the ground that his preoccupation with class, in terms 

of the relations of production, neglects other important 

social relationships. 

Al·thoagh bls theory tits reasonably well the pheno

menon o~ class relation in aodern capitalist societies, 

it does not fit ao well a nuaber of other types of social 

stratificattBn. 

Marx predicted that the social gulf between the 

two prin.cia;al classes, bourgeoisie and proletariat, wollld 

become wider, as a consequence ot the increasing disparity 

between the1t·; life conditions, and elimination ot the 

intermediate strata (middle class). The class-consciousness 

11. Marx, K. and Engles, F. op.e1t., p. 57. 
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amo1.1g the proletariat would develop which wou.ld assume 

a revolutionary character. However, an objective socio

logical observation presents a different ~lcture about 

the changes in the stfllctore of modertl societies. The 

vastly increased productivity in modern industries bas 

improved the general level of living, even though there 

is disparity in the distriblltion of income among the 

classes. This has removed the revolationary aims ot the 

working force. Thus, the gulf between bourgeoisie and 

proletariat has no·t widened as presumed by Marx. More

oYer, the growth of the new middle-cla$s, tor example, 

office workers. supervisors, managers, technicians, etc. 

manitests the greater complexity ot social stratification 

in modern 1ndllstr1al societies. It introduces an iavor

tant element ot social strat1t1cat1on, that is, social 

prestige which. is based upon occupation, consumption and 

style of lite.&l 

Weber•s view: Like Marx, Weber sees class in economic 

terms. Be says: *'We 11a;y speak ot a • cla.ss • when ( i) a 

liUilber of people have in cow.•on a specific caus;.;al compo

tu;,nt of their life chances, insofar as (2) this component 

is represented e:xclusi·vely by economic interests in the 

12. Bottomore, T.B., op.cit., P• 25. 
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.possession of goods and opportunities tor income, an4 

(:S) is represented under the conditions of the comaodtty 

or labour •arkets."13 

~bus, he argues that classes develop in t~arket 

economies in 'Which individuals compete tor economic gain. 

"Those men whose fate is not determined by the chance ot 

using goods or services for themselves on tbe market, e.g., 

slaves, are not, however, a •class• in the technical sense 

of the term. They are,rather, a •sta;tu.s grou.~J'•" 14 

Weber has parted company with Marx otl a number ot 

important issues. Weber extended his analysi.s by main

taining that interest groaps existed on bases other than 

property ownership. "Weber differentiates between inequa

lities deriving from class, status and power. In Weber•• 

scheme, class and po'wer appear to be generalized catego

ries: the former arises from unequal lite chances in a 

market situation and the latter trom the natQre of domina-

tion whieb is present in one form or anothe.r in all 

societies. Status.- on the other hand, seems to be a kind 

of residual category.n15 

13. Weber, Mas, Essays in Sociology, translated by 
B.n. Gerth and C. Wright Hills, Joutledge and 
Kegan Paul Ltd., London, 1952, p. 181. 

i~. Ibid, p. 183. 

15. Betteille, Andre, The Decline of Social Inequality? 
in.Beteille Andre (ed.). Social Iney,ualitl. The 
Chancer Press Ltd., Bungay, Sutfolk, 197 , p. 370. 
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Thus, Weber rejects the Marxian view that social 

status necessarily derives from economic status. "Whereas 

the genuine place of •classes' is within the economic 

order, the place of •statue groups• is within the social 

order, that is, within the sphere of the distribution of 

'honor•.n16 Those who share the same class situation will 

not necessarily "belong to the same status group. Occu.pa

t1ons,,ethn1c and religious groups and most importantly 

styles of lite are accorded,differing degrees of prestige 

or esteem by members of society, tor example, in the 

•caste" system, where status distinctions are guaranteed 

by rituol.s. In addition, the prese·nce ot different status 

groups which eut across olass divisions can weaken class 

solidarity and reduce the potential class consciousness. 

'Weber also argues that. social power does not nece

ssarily derive from economic powe~ Within the spheres 

of economic order and social order, classes and status 

groups lnfluen.ee one-another and also influence ihe legal 

order toward the acquisition ot social "powern. In 

Weber•s words, "Parties" are concerned with the acqu1si

t1oD of social "power". He says: «parties •ay represent 

interests determined tbrou.gb "class situation." or "status 

16. Weber, Maz, op.cit., p. 194. 
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.at:tuation" •••• But.)they need be nel ther purely 'class' 

nor purely •status• parties. In most cases they are partly 

class parties and partly status parties, but sometimes 

they are neither.n17 

Thus, instead ot rejecting Marxian view, Weber 

supplements it. Weber's focus, however, was slightly 

different from that of Marx in that his interest was in 

uniqueness of capitalism rather than how tar it typified 

the history o.f all societies. For Weber, industrial society 

was unique because it was characterized by substantive 

and functional rationality - by the growth of rationality 

as n thought system via the growt~sc$ence and the growth 

of rational organizational forms. Bureaucracy typified 

this latter emphasis on rational and routinized structures. 

Disenllbantment am the loss of personal freedom were the 

consequences, Weber teared could result from the major 

structural and cu.ltural trends ot industrialization. 

£unctional Approach 

Functional.tsts assuwe that there are certain basic 

needs or functional prerequisites wbtcb must be met if 

society ls to survivejand stratification is one of them. 

Thus, functionalists are primarily concerned with the 

17. Ibid. 
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function of social stratificatio~t with its contribution 

to the maintenance and well-being of society. 

Parsons writes: "Since the scale of stratification 

is a pattern characterized by moral authority which is 

integrated in terms of common moral sentiments, it is 

normnlly part of tbe institutional pattern of the social 

system. tt 18 

Parsons argument suggests that since stratification 

systems are basically an expression of shared ·values, they 

are inevitable• just and proper. He also bolds that those 

with the power to organize and coordinate tbe act.ivities 

will have a higher social status tbnn those they direct. 

However, the continued'debate, within the boundaries 

ot the structural-functional explanation ot the natare ot 

society, between Davis and ;Joore, and M • .M. Tumin seems 

to be more useful tor us. 

Davis and Moore first put :forward their theory of 

stratification, in wbicn they argued that there is a 

ttuniversal necessity which calls for s'tratittcatiol'l in 

any social system. • On the one hand, they umlntained, 

different positions have different degrees of functional 

18. Parsons, Talcott, Essays in Sociological.Theory. 
Light and Life Publishers, New Delhi, 1975, p. 71. 
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importance for societal preservation or survival, on the 

other band, tbe amoant of talent and training available 
r 

in the population is scarce. So the system attaches greater 

rewards to the functionally more important positions in 

order to ensure that the individuals with greatest talent 

and training occupy these posit1ons.i9 David later on 

added that mobility ot the more highly rewarded positions 

is prevented »artially by status ascription through the 

family. 

fu.ln questioned the logical status of the notion 

of 1,:41:fferential functional importance as being unmeasurable 

and intituitive. Be also questioned the differential 

searc1 ty of ilersonnel as an adequate determinant of stra

tification. He argued that in practice- most stratification 

systlas artificially restrict the development of whatever 

potential talent and skill may exist in the population. 20 

Davis replied, agreeing that stratification restri

cted talent and training, bll't maintaining that his modifi

cation (in 1948) of his theory had met this objection by 

explaining ascription in terms of the role of the family. 21 

19. 

20. 

Davis, K. and Moore, W.B., in Bendix, R. and L1pset, 
S.M., op.cit., pp. 47·53. 
Tuatn, Kelvin M., Some principles of Stratifications 
A Critical Analysis, in Bendix and Lipset, o~.e1~~~/ 
PV• Sl-58. 

2i. Davis, K., Reply to Tumin, ln Bendix and Lipset, 
~ !fwe1t., PP• 59-62. 
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In a reply to Davis, Tu.aain further challenged the 

necessity of •unequal rewards' by suggesting the feasibi

lity of 'functional eq,livalents•, for example, intrinsic 

job satistaction. and social service may be adequate mott .... 

vatlons •tor seeking one's appropriate position and fulfil

ling it oonso1ent1ously.• 22 

However, even we observe that 'Davis Moore theory' 

is not devoid of certain shortcomings. The postulate of 

differential functional importance is a fallacy since there 

is no evidence that different ·positions make different 

degrees of contribution to societal preservation or surv.i

val. Also, the assumption that societies whose strat1tlca

t1on sys....;tems approach a pure achievement order have grea-
. . 

ter survival or endurance than most ascr1pt1ve societies 

is probably fal&t!•" Nevertheless, three remaining parts 

of the theory seems to be valid: (1) unequal rewards 

attached to different positions are a c-.use of the mobility 

ot individu.a.ls into certain positions, (2) the existence 

and operation of the institution of the family is a 

oau.se of status ascription, and (3) differential scarcity 

of qualified personnel .is a cause ot •stratification' 

(unequal rewards attached to dltterent positions). 

S!2. Tumin, M.K., Reply to Klngiley Davis, in Bendix 
and Lipset, ~'·• pp. 62-63. 
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Tbus, we can conclude that strata in society or in 

industry do not exist •out there• separately fro~ actor's 

definition of the situation. The existence of stratifica

tion in a society ultimately rests on a·maJority ot its 

members logitimizing the differences in authority attached 

to the various strata. In particular, the superordinate 

positions of the higher stratum (order-givers, managers, 

leaders) is not possible without the consent of a maJority 

of the lower stratum (order-takers, the managed, the led). 

a. Dahrendorf.• s Views Dahrendorf examines the changes 

that have come about in industrial societies since tbe 

time of Marx. He concludes tba.t contrary to Marx's predi· 

ction, class differences have become less and not more 

conspicuous. Be writes: "Marx was right in seeking the 

root of social change in capitalist society in the sphere 

of industrial production, but the direction these changes 

took tarned out to be directly contrary to Marx's expe

ctations."2' 

Contrary to Narx•s opiniont he finds the manual 
\ 

working class becoming increasingly heterogenous. .He 

sees this resulting from changes in technology arguing 

2l. Dahrendorf, R. Class and Class Conflict in 
Industrial Society, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
London, 1972, p. 41. 
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that ntncreasingly complex machines require increasingly 

qualified designers, bailders, maintenance and repair men 

and even minders."24 Dabrendorf claims that the working 

class is now divided into three distinct levels ... highly 

skilled, semiskilled and unskilled. These three groups 

dit:ter not only in their levels of skill, 'but also in other 

attributes and determinants of social status. B1ghly 

skilled workmen increasingly merge with both engineers and 

white-collar employees. Thus, in place of a homogeneous 

proleeariat •we find a plurality of status and skill 

groups whose interests often diverge'. Demands of the 

skilled for security may injure tbe semiskilled; wage 

claims of the send-skilled may raise obJections by the 

skilled, and so on. 

Dahrendorf claims that it bas become doubtful 

whether speaking ot the working class still makes much · 

sense. He believes that during the twentieth century 

there bas been a 'decomposition of labour•, a disintegra• 

tion of the manual working class. Moreover, he finds that 

along w1 th the decomposition of both capital and labour, 

a new'::Jstratam bas emerged both ld thin and outside the 

industry, which is the nnew middle class". Though it is 
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difficult to determine its upper and lower limits, he, 

however, fin.ds that "in terms of prestige and income many 
.. ~·· 

salaried employees oocdpf a position somewhere between 

the verv wealthy and the very poor, somewhere in tbe middle 

of the scale ot social stratitication.n2S 

As against Marx, who holds that mobility was a 

symptom ot abort-lived transitional periods of history, 

Dabrendorf observes that it has become one ot the crucial 

elements of the strt~cture o:f irulustrtal societies. 

Thus, he writes that Marx's vtew of the increasing 

differentiation as well as homogeneity ot classes was 

checked by the decomposition ot la'bour and capltal, the 

emergence of white-collar workers and bureaucrats, and the 

institutionalization of social mobility and neither of 

them bas come true. Nevertheless, be concludes: •Insofar 

as tbe theory and practice of equality in post-capitalist 

societies are concerned, it seems certain that they have 

changed the issues and. patterns of class conflict, and 

possible that they huve rendered the concept of class 

inapplicable, but they have not removed all significant 

'nequalities, and they have not therefore, eliminated the 

causes ot social contlict.n26 

25. 
26. 

Ibid, pp. 52-5l. 
Ibid, P• 64. 
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Blllbourgeoisemeat: Marx predicted tbat intermediate strata 

would be depressed into the proletariat. Contrary to this 

view, a number of soet.ologists suggest that the general 

1mprove~ent in levels of living has led to the embourgeois-
' 1/> 

ment of the working class as a whole, whic~now adapting 

middle class standards and patterns of lite. From the 

trian.gle or pyramid slla}.ie of the nineteenth century, wt tb 

a large and relatively impoverished working class at the 

bottom and a small wealthy group at the top, it has been 

argued that with an increasing proportion of the population 

falling into tbe middle range, the stratification system bas 

changed to a diamond or pentagon sha~e. 

But the changes which have taken place are still 

open to various interpretations which are largely impressio

nistic. Goldthorpe and Lockwood27 tested the embourgeoise

ment hypothesis under cond,itions favourable to its conti

rmation, but found it was not contirwed. They conclude 

that it is there.tore unlikely that large numbers of manual 

workers are becoming middle-class. Tbey observe that as 

a result of the studies of Luton in Britain • ••••• a 

picture has been built up - and it is one which would be 

27. See, Goldthorpe, J.B., Lockwood, D., et al. Tbe 
Affluent Worker in the Class Structure, Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 1969. 
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generally accepted - ot a system ot stratification becom

ing increasingly tine in its gradations and at tbe •ame 

ttme.somewbat less extreme and less rigid. Of late, how

ever, still:turtber economic progress bas resulted in a 

new factor entering into tbe discussion - tbat of working 

class "attluence"••••• It bas been argued by a number ot 

writers that the working class, or atleast a more pros

perous section of it, is losing its identity as a social 

stratum and 1s becot~ting merged into the middle class ••• 

This, one should note, is to claim a far more rapid end 

far-reaching change in class structure than any wbich 

could ensae trom secular trends in occa.ationa.l dlstriba

tion, in the overall distribution of 1ncoae and wealth or 

in rates of 1ntergenerat1onal social mob111ty." 28 

By sevarating out the economic, relational and 

norl.llative changes in working ... class life, they con.clude 

that, despite the econo~io progress of the working class 

in relation to the middle class, the gulf between the two 

remains verr,)wide. They maintain that there is little 

basis for the thesis of embou.rgeoisement in the sense 

of tbe large-scale assimilation of manual workers and their 

28. Gold thorpe, J.H. and Lockwood, D.. 'Affluence and 
the British Class Structure•, The Sociolo!ical 
!ev1ew. XI(2),. July, 1963, P• 13'. ' -
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fm~ilies to middle-calss life styles: status goals seem 

au1cb less in evidence than economic goals. 

~octal Stratitlcation_ln Indu.strial Societies 

The revolutions of tbe late eighteenth centllry and 

early nineteenth century brought about great changes in 

the social structllres ot tbe advanced industrial societies. 

Nevertheless, the division of society into classes or 

strata, which are ranged in a hierarchy of wealth, prestige 

and power remains a prominent and almost universal .feature 

of different social structures. 

In order to provide some comprehensive analyses, 

many sociological studies have attempted comparative studies 

ot the changes in social stratification which have occured 

in tbe two principal types o~ industrial society - capita• 

.list and socialist~ It is here that some of the most 

fundamental ideas regarding class and stratification are 

tested. 

There are laaportant differences between the two 

princi~al types of industrial societies, the Western 

capitalist societies aud the Socialist Society of USSR and 

its closer satellites in the Eastern Europe. In the advan

ced capitalist societies, political power is signit1~antly 

less concentrated and the economy is planned in a far leas 
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centralized way. From this it resu.lts that in the West 

economic and speciticially market forces act as the crucial 

stratifying agency within society. They are, in tact, 

the major source of social inequality. Consequently, the 

class situation ot tndividllals and groups, lltlderstood in 

terms of their economic power and resources, tends to be 

the most important single determinant of their general life 

chances. This is why we can speak of Western industrial 

society as being 'class' atratitied. 

In the ~id-nineteentb century England was generally 

regarded as showing most fully and clearly the typical 

class structure of tbe new capitalist society. However, 

there has been a gradual and limited movement towards 

•olasslessness', trom changes tn the relative earnings of 

different occupational groups and in rates ot taxation, 

improvements in education and social services, increasing 

Oi'J!Ortu.nities tor individual social mobility, and the 

recent rapid growth in total national income. Social mobi

lity has increased substantially in post-war Britain, due 

mainly to the vast new opportunities tor upward. movement 

provided by educational reforms. The findings of recent 

studies29 may. be summarized in the following way. Social 

29. See, Glass, v.o. (ed.), Social Mobility in Britain, 
London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1954, and Lipset, 
S.M. und Bendix, a. Social Mobility in Industrial 
Society, Berkeley, University ot California Press, 
1959. 
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aaobility has generally increased with the econoJilc deve

lopment ot the industrial societies. The increase bas been 

due to changes in tbe occupational structure, that 1s 1 to 

tbe expansion of white-collar and professional occupations 

and tbe contraction ot manual occupations. 

A second important feature is that most?social mobi

lity takes place between social levels whicll are close 

together, tor exnple, between the upper leve.ls of the 

working class and. the lover levels ot the middle class. 

Movement from the working class into tbe upper class is 

very limited in any society, and notably so in Britain.3° 

Thus, the strict boundaries o:t class maT baYe become less 

r1g14 1 pr,f.marily at the lower levels ot the social hierarchy 

dt.te to some expansion ot opportunities, but there is no 

general sense ot greater "classlessness". In Britai,n, all 

•anner ot ancient institutions and modes of beha.Yiour ••••• 

trustrat.e m.obility and buttress the public conception ot 

a rigidly hierarchical soc1ety.l1 

Tbe capitalist societies are also diverse in their 

class structure. For example, the USA differed most remar

kataly from tbe Buropean societies in the nineteenth century. 

30. Hiller, s. ~t. •comparative Social Mobility•, Current 
~ociolosr, IX(i), 196o. · · 

31. Bottoaore, T.B., 'Classes in Modern Society•, London, 
George Allen & Unwitt Ltd., 1975, p. 40. 
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In the USA, in contrast with the Earopean countries, the 

ownership of property was quite widely diffused in the early 

part of the nineteenth century, and some 80 per cent of the 

working population (excluting the Negro slaves) owned the 

means of production with which they work. Aaerica was, 

predominantly, a society ot small :farmers, small traders, 

and small businessmen; the closest approach there has been 

to a 'property-owning democracy•.'2 

However, after 1880 and 1890 1 a period in which 

industry grew rapidly, class tU"vis1ons began to appear 

more clearly, and to resemble more closely those in the 

European societies, and they were more openly asserted. 

Even in tbe first decade o:t the century, successful busi

nessmen had not gen.erally risen .from the lower strata of 

society, but had come tor the most part from old-established 

tamiliea in the business and professional strata. 

Ih the present centary, industrialization has tend 

to bring about greater equality of condition in the Ameri

can society and bas practically extinguished the tentative 

class-conscioasness. But at the same time, several studies 

have indicated that the USA does not have a rate of mobility 

s1gn1tioantly higher than that of some other industrial 

soc:l.et1es.3l 

32. Bottoaore, T.B., Ibid, p. 41. 
33. See, L1pset, S.M. and Bendt~, a., op.olt. 
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~~s, the Western societies are still capitalist 

in tbe sense tllat their economic systems are ctominated by 

privately owned industrial enterprises and that very pro• 

nounced social differences exist between the group of 

industrial property-owners and the groLtp of wage-earners. 

Soviet society, o'll the other band, is claimed to be 

significantly different from tbe Western societies in terms 

ot stratification. It is claimed that social classes, or 

atleast the hierarchical class structure, bave disai'peared 

with the abolition ot private ownership of the means ot 

production; and that the construction ot a classless, 

socialist society is under way. Soviet economy operates 

within a totalitar1a~ political order al)d is, in principle 

at least, totally planned. Unlike capitalist societies, 

market forces cannot be held to play a comparable role in 

tbe stratiticu.tton process in the USSR. 

Inspite of the absence ot private property in produ

ction, Soviet society appears to be stratified on an often 

similar pattern to the capitalist societies ot the West. 

For example., to a large degree, there is apparent simila

rity in the connections between occupational role, economic 

rewards and social prestige, in the part played by education 

in determining occupational level, 1n the operation ot an 
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informal status system, and so on. The emergen.ce ot a 

"new ruling class" also reveals the same fact. 

The increasing differentiation\<)Aml social mobility 

in the Soviet society can be explained (as in some Western 

countries) by the demands ot rapid industrialization tn 

the 19Jo•s. Xndustrial development created an array at 

ne-w positions in the highf;!r levels of social hierarchy, and 

while the employed. population doubled between 1926 and 1917, 

the intellige~L;>tsia. (officials, professional and scientific 

workers, managers, and clerical workers) increased nearly 

four times. The increase in certain occapat1ons was even 

aaore speetncula.r, the number of engineers and architects 

increased nearly eight times, and the numbers ot scientific 

workers nearly six times. 34 Tile process of expansion of 

white-collar occupation is still continuing. 

However• the rate of expansion is likely to slow 

down as 4""uatrial maturity is reached. There would be a 

slackening of the trend towards greater inequality with the 

coapletion of tho stage of . rapid industr.t.alization. SS 

Nevertheless, social stratification in the advanced socie

ties ot the communist world - or at any rate in the USSR 

,4, Bottomore, T.D., op.cit., p. 50. 
35. Ibid, p. 48. 
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and its closer satellites - is not of the same gen.eric 

type as in the ,West. The upper leltels of Soviet society 

probably remains fairly open and accessible to talented 

i·ndi v1duals from the lower strata. Moreover, social 

status depends mainly upon occaput1on, that is, upon a 

dettnlte contribution to the well being of society, which 

limits the social effects of econoaic dlftereaces. In . 

the Western countries, on the other hand, tbe social dis

tinctions, based upon ~roperty ownership and inheritance 

are 111ore strongly felt, and are mo:re divisive in ~heir 

effects., tban those which arise from differences in ea.rned 

1nc~ome. For this reason, one may conclude, Soviet society 

is not, in the same way as Western society, class strati

fied. 

!•;pact ot Industrializtl,tton on Social Stratiticat1on 

Industrial development requires a variety of cba:rages 

in tbe structure of economic activities and the norms gover

ning them. Some of these changes are its pre-conditions, 

others are consequ.enQes~· 

Inspite ot their diti'erent origins. modern interpre

ters ot indastrial sociology, tend-to be alike in stressing 

the standa.rdlztng effects upon social stratification of the 

exigencies of modern technology. Drawing heavily on earlier 
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anthropological works, Wilbert E. Moore, Bert F. Boselitz., 

Clark Kerr, am others began conceptual. analyses of the 

processes am problems of industrialization. Thus, Boselitz 

suggests that industrialization follows a path along which 

developing societies gradually approximate the characteri

stics of advanced industrial societies. According to bias, 

tb.e allocation of new occupational roles may lnv.olve major 

cult11ral adJustments, and we may expect to find situations. 

" .. , ... where people still highly valu.e agricult11re as a 

way ot life and. where 111any of the new industrial workers 

still resist full absorption into the industrial proleta

riat. nl6 However, be su.ggests that once eoun.tries enter 

into the advanced stages of indastrialization, they tend 

to become increasingly comparable in their 111ajor institu

tiona.l arrangements. Tbe "logic" of 1ndastrial1zat1on bas 

therefore, been regarded as.powertully encouraging the 

emergence of a new type of society both from former 'class' 

and 'status' societies al1ke.37 

36. Roselitz, Bert F. "The Market Matrix", in Wilbert 
E. Moore and Arnold s. Feldman (eds.) Labour Commit
ment and Social Change in Developing Areas, New 
York, Social Science Research Cou.ncil, 1960, p.224. 

37. Kerr, Clark, et al., Industrialism and Industrial 
Man. Penguin Books Ltd., Barmondsworth, Middlesex, 
1973. PP• 270•275. 
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With this theoretical construct in the forefront., 

we will examine the ettects of 1ndu.str1alizatton on social 

stratification under three main beads: differentiation, 

consistency and mobility. 

Differentiation: In regard to differentiation, the major 

proposition that is pat forward is tbat, tn course of 

industrial advance, there is a decrease in the degree of 

differentiation, in all stratitioation systems. Due to 

industrialization a process ot relative homogenization 

takes place, narrowing the gap between tbe top and the 

bottom.•'8 A marked increase occurs in the proportion 

ot tbe total population falling into the middle ranges 

of tbe d1stribution~:.i. Thus, the shape o:t the strat1f1ca

t1on hierarchy changes from 'pyramid-like' to 'diamond

like t. 

Even Wilbert E. Moore holds that during early 

t~dustria11zation, tew and sbarp distinctions in social 

status emerge. .As industrialization advances, the skills 

of manual workers·becomes more differentiated due to the 

addition of a;aore kinds of ~~anagers, technicians and profe

ssionals 1n the productive organization. These developments 

* in income and wealth, in status and political power. 

38. Ibid, pp. 279-lOS. 
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multiply the ranks based on position in the occupational 

structure. However, he appears to support the relative 

"homogenization" thesis by saying that tt • • • these d1st1n-

otions can not be meaningfully equated witb •class' -

ttnless the •class' system is to dup.licate the number of 

distinct levels, if it does not, the dividing ll.nes are 

likely to be arb1trary.n39 

Thus, due to the increased division of labour the 

middle of the stratification hierarchy becomes considerably 

expanded. AD advancing technology increases the number of 

higher level occupational ~oles. these roles require 

relatively high standards of e4ucat1on and training, and 

commands relatively high economic rewards and so6ial status. 

Education, in its turn, reduce&the scarcity of skilled 

persons and this after some time reduces the wage and 

salary dtfterentt.als they receive. People are pulled. out 

of the least skilled occupations at a raised wage _ · 

levels. 40 

Consistencz: As society becomes increasingly industrial, 

there is a growing tendency, within the stratification 

system towards 'equalibra.tton• or •status consistency•. 

39. Bozelitz, Bert F. and Moore, W.E. Industrialization 
and Society, UNESCO, Mouton, 1963, p. 354. 

,0. Kerr, Clark et al., op.cit., p. 268. 
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Through status-consistency, the relative position of an 

individual o~ group in any one stratification order remains 

the same as his position in other orders. 

In traditional societies, it is observed, status

inconsistencies in the strat11'1cation system are frequent 

because of the rigidity of the levels within the different 

subsystems and the relatively low degree of interaction 

between them. For example, the IndianVarna system, where 

status is ascribed. In industrial societies, by contrast, 

the occupational structllre becomes the base of strat1f1ca.

t1on order. Tbe occupational role of the individual is 

in close correlation with most other ot his attributes 

which are relevant to his position in the stratification 

hierarchy as a whole, such as, his economic situation, bis 

educational level, his prest:ige in the local community and 

ao on. 

Tbas, "an -economic and social ,system uDder extreme 

centralized control is likely to provide greater statu.s 

consistency in many contexts of lite than is a system 

that permits a great deal of autonomy in organizations 

and in private lives.n41 

41. Boselitz and Moore, op.oit., p. ]56. 
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Moreover, in the industrial society, the distribu

tion of botll economic re1r~ds and prestige come into a 

close relationship with occupational performance, since 
I 

in this type of society the emphasis is upon achleTement, 

as opposed to ascription, as the basis of social position. 

Besides, occupational achievement becomes increasingly 

dependent upon education, and in this way closer ties are 

formed between economic &tanding on the one hand and life• 

style and. other normative aspects on the other. 

Mobilitz:: F.rom the above analysts of \tifterentiation' 

and 'consistency•, lt follows that the overall rate ot 

'social .mob111 ty • tend to become increasingly high w1 th 

growing industrialization. The increasing number of 

intermediate positions in tbe stratification hierarchy 

widens tbe opportunity :tor upward mobility. 

Tbe emphasis upon occupational achievement rather 

than on the ascriptions of socia.l positions 11eans that 

"in competition with others, tbc individual ean move from 

one Job to another with changes in his own ability or 

tbe abilities demanded by Jobs.n4a 

42. Faunce, William A. (ed.) Readings in Industrial 
Sociology. Appleton ... centary-Crofts, New York, 
1967, P• 85. 
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This increased mobility changes the status of the 

individual between the generations or tdtbin occupational 

career. "'fhe changes that accompany indtlstrialization 

make tor a vastly increased mobility of the population • 

movement within a single career from job to job, company 

to company, neighbourhood to neighbourhood, community to 

community; movement between generations from tather•s 

occupation down, up or across to a new occupat1on.n43 

Moore and Boselttz hold that "the principal cause 

of the breaking ot laJ:"ge kinship organizations is the 

extensive mobility required by industrialization. This 

mob.ility is geoaraphtcal ,. involving a concomitant physical 

separation ot kiDsmen. It' is also social, thus involving 

the separation ot kin~men_1a fi'JOC1al status and styles of 

life". Tht)Y fu~tber writes "Perhaps ~veil more damaging 

to the notions of lineage is the expectation of inter

generational mobility • _:_~flereditary, ascribed social status 

is wtd.ely superseded by status .... assignment made on the 

basis of individual qualities and ach1evements.n44 

Thus, it is believed that in industrial societies 

the crucial factor is the occupational distribution and 

43. Ibid. 
44. Bosel1tz and Moore, op.c1t., P• ))8. 
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that from one such society to another social mobility will 

tend to be much the similar. Lipset and Zetterberg are ot 

the opinion that Western industrial societies have 'broadly 

similar rates of 1ntergenerat1onal mobility, and that 

factors other than the "standardizing" one of tbe occupa

tional structure were of major significance. 45 

Thus, the high level of mobility is taken as an 

inevitable consequen ce of the technologically and econo

mically determined divtsion of lal)our and of the necessary 

pressure within a Bigbly dynamic form of society for the 

increasingly efficient use of talent. 

The above discussion leads us to asSlme that indus-

trtalization bas pervasive llffects on the strati.ttcation 

system in any socte.....--ty. However, this assumption of unmiti

gated change as a consequence of industrialization will 

be tested in the chapters to follow. 

Sgcia~ Stro,titication as a Factor.Atfecting Indllstrtalization 

Industrialization affects social stratification so 

as to bring changes that does not elude one's observation. 

However, even tbe industrial structure and behaviour in 

their turn, are greatly influenced by the society wbicb they 

serve and draw their resources from. 

45. Lipset, S.M. and Zetterberg, H.L. The Theory of 
Social·.·Mobillty, in Bendix R. and Lipset, s.M.(e&.) 
Class, Status and Power, Routledge and Kegan Pvt. 
Ltd., London, 1974, pp. 561-57J. 
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Indastrtal enterprises, collectively and 1nd1v1dually 

have a system of stratit1cation tbat has internal and 

external aspects. Internally, the division of various 

types of worke.rs and managers into strata may be held to 

be functional or dysfunctional for the enterprise or the 

industrial system as a whole. Bxterno.lly, it is possible 

to trace the ways in which status stratification in the 

society influences tll.o status privileges that are a.cco:rcled 
"' 

to certain individuals in their oc(ufp-ational roles. These 

two aspects are analytically distinct, but in practice 

•erge; as Bergel puts it, every stratification system 

:finally correlates sta.tus and oc·cupation•"6 

Jast as there are social. classes or status groa.ps 

1n society at large, so within tnd.ustrial enterprises there 

are hierarchical levels of authority to which varying 

degrees o:t status are attached - with tile chief executive 

at the to~ and the ordinary workers at the bottom. What 

are the reasons tor the existence of a stratification . 

system in industry? Defenders of the status system (i.e., 

functionalists) In industr7 stress the need to recruit 

managers and technical experts by offering 'appropri.ate' 

rewards, inell.lding those ot high status. Critics of 

46. Bergel, E.E. Social Stratification, McGraw-Hill• 
New York, 1962, p. 330 •. 
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status consciousness in ind.ustry (i.e., Marxists) point 

to its divisive consequences, such as failure of communi

cation between strata and (in cla&SJterms) tbe attitudes 

associated with the recognition of •two sides of industry•, 

i.e., 'oppressor• and •oppressed'. 

~re is ample ev:ldence of the concern with status 

in industry on the pa.rt of both management and workers. 

Many managers expect their hours of work and privileges 

associated with their employment to be sharply distingul

slled trom those of lower grades. .A. /;process of social 

differentiation is often active within a management atru-

cture as well as between managers and other employees. 

Clements, lo.r example, foulld that seaior management posi

tions tended to be :tilled by men who were ot higher social 

origin and who were even trained tor senior management 

posts at an earlier point in their careers. 47 

~ere show concern for status in different ways. 

Those who are moved to another job at the same pay but 

with lower informal status often become deeply resenttut. 48 

Differences in wagar~ates between various Jobs are also 

47. Clements, B.V., Managers: A Study of Their Careers 
in Industry. Allen and Unwin, 1958, p. 95. 

48. Drown, J.A.C. The Social Psychology ot .Industry. 
Penguin, 1954, p. 140. 
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important in establishing status. Workers are often eeen 

more concerned witb. how their wages compare with others 

than with absolute amount. The difference between semi• 

skilled and skilled workers, having staff status, can be 

a source of discontent. 

To what e.stent can status position in the workp.lace 

be kept separate tro01 status position outside the workplace? 

It seems clear that some separation between the two statllses 

ts possible for many workers. The principal factors in 

tbis process are the tendency for people no longer to carry 

the •marks' of tbeir occupation with them into non-work 

life, and the comparative rarity ot having work as a central 

life-interest. Separation between status at work and in 

tbe community is, howeYert more possible in urban than 

rural areas where status is ascribed. 

'l'.be consumpti.on standards ot the working class have 

become more like those of at least seme sections of the 

middle class cannot be denied, altbougb social strata within 

industry and tbe authority relationships on whicb these 

are based have remained broadly unchanged. As Goldthorpe 

·and his colleagues remark, '•••• despite his affluence, 

the worker's experience or the social d.ivisions of the 

workplace, of the power and remoteness ot management, and 
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of b1s own inconsiderable chances of ever being anything 

but a manual wage-earner all generally dispose him to think 

himself as a member of tbe class ot •ordinary workers•, and 

to seek collective rather than individualistic solutions 

to his problems.• 49 
An Approach For India 

The above analysis indicates that industrialization 

as a process tends to bring a'bout a greater equality in 

any given society. T~ development o.f industry breaks 

down an; rigid and exclusive differences of rank, by creat

ing unprecedented opportunities tor social aobility, by 

extending and improving education to meet the new selenti

fic and technological needs, and by raising the general 

level of living, thus reducing the harshness of the contrast 

between tbe conditions of the upper and lower strata of 

society. 

Tbe study of this relationship between 1ndustriali• 

zation and social stratification is of great significance 

in developing societies, where a large proportion of the 

world•s population continues to live by agriculture. 

Agrarian modes of production are associated with patterns 

of stratification which are rather dttterent from those 

associated with industrial organization. Moreover, 

49. Goldthorpe, J.B. et al. op.clt., p. 78. 
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colonial rule created new patterns of stratification 1n 

many parts of what bas now come to be known as the Third 

World. It introduced new aodes of production and o.lso 

new conceptions ot equality. Some of ·these have been 

carried over into the post-colonial phase where the cha

llenges ot development and modernization are giving a new 

character to the entire problem of social strat1tioatlon. 

Thus, throughout tbe history, one tind.s an element ot a 
I 

colonial or new neo-colonial relationship between the 

metropoli.s and its colonies or neo-colonies in Asia, .Africa 

and Latin America. 

At this Juncture, i't beco11es ditficttlt to see how 

one can toruaulate any general and comprehensive propos1• 

tions concerning strat1f1cat1ch1 change as part ot ~ 

"logic" of industrial developmellt. The indicators ot change 

formu.lated in one particular social context, cannot auto

matically attain a universal validity. The indicators 

will have to be formulated witb specific reference to the 

place, the t tme, and the obJect:.,_,)ot change .• 

if, es tor India, "the current course ot industrial 

and rural development, and urbanization and spread of 

education, bas certainly initiated. a chain reaction in 

tbe socie'$y with reference to the newly emerged behavlou 
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patterns. The ehaln, however, does not invariably follow 

the expected coarse or culminate in the anticipated target 

ot social cbauge. For example, it bns not destroyed tbe 

joint family or the caste system, which indtl'strializatton 

and arbanization, in particular, were sapposed to do.n5° 

Moreover, an extraordinarily intricate and inflexible 

traditional form of stratification successfully resists 

any radical obanges, and if we look into the social history 

of India we :find that lt is characterized by an assortment 

of 411terent behaviour patterns, by theiraccumu.lation, 

adjustment and compromise, and not always by their su.cce

ssive replacement. 

In the preaent ualysls, we will, therefore, try to 

explore as to how tar the sequential model ot social change 

of industrial societies, is adequate to study the relation~ 

ship between industrialization and social etrat1t1oat1on 

t.D India, in a contemporary perspective.) 

SO. MukherJee, Ramkrtsb~a. "Study of Social Cbaqe atld 
Social DevolopJQent in the Developing Societies", 
E.P,W., Vol, V, Bos. 29-:31, Special Number, 1970, 
P• 1160. 
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CHAPTER II 

INDUSTRIALIZATION AND SOCIAL STRATIFICATION IN INDIA 

We live in a caste-based society which is among the 

10ost rigidly hierarchical in the world. "The individual 

is born into a particular stratum, and in most cases, remain& 

a member of it for the rest of his lite. In some cases be 

might move from one stratum to another, either upwards or 

downwards, but this i.n itself would not change the nature 

of the strata themselves or their mutual positions. Much 

of what the individual does in life and indeed a great deal 

of what he can do will depend on the stratum or hierarchical 

level to which he belongs".i 

However, this system has not remained immutable. 

The last few decades have witnessed many changes in the 

patterns of traditional hierarchy. These changes have been 

closely attributed to the introduction of the new technolo

gical order and its social structural concommitants. 

In this chapter, we propose to concentrate on two 

issues: the impact of industrialization on the system of 

social stratification and the impact of social stratifica

tion on the process of industrialization. We will also 

-----------------1. Beteille, Andre Inequality and Social Change, 
Oxford University Press, Delhi, 1972, p. J. 

I 
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try to look into how Indians are changing their cultural 

tradition as they incorporate modern industry and bow they 

are changing modern industry in order to maintain their 

tradition. These aspects will be examined in the light 

of different theoretical constructs relevant to our discussion. 

This aspect will be preceded by an overview of 

India's industrialization and the Indian system of stratifi• 

cation. We will confine ourselves to the caste dimension 

of social stratification which is neither fundamentally 

econoaic nor political. 

INDUSTRIALIZATION IN INDIA 

"Industrialization does not proceed in the 
same fashion in every society. Its basic 
functions in all societies •ay re•ain the 
same but its tor1us undergo variations 
owing to the historicity of circumstances 
and the pre-existing structural characte
ristics from which industrialization has 
to proceed."2 

These observations are relevant to Indian society 

as well. Though modern technology entered in the aiddle 

of the nineteenth century, India still remains largely a 

peasant society. No doubt, industrialization bas been 

2. Singh, Yogendra, Modernization of Indian Tradition, 
Thomson Press (India) Ltd., Faridabad, 1977, p.154. 
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moving ahead but at a slow pace. Among a host of reasons 

responsible for its retarded growth are "apparently the 

Indian social organization, the long sway of Br.t.tatn, and 

the gradually evolving demographic situation."' 

!NDUSTRIALIZATION DURING COLONIAL PERIOD 

Like a number of colonial countries India too was 

kept underdeveloped by British Imperialism. Her industrial 

development was predominantly regulated to suit the needs 

of British capitalism. The British rulers ruralized Ind.ia 

and kept her predominantly as a raw material producing 

appendage of British Imperialism. The artisans and craftsman 

suffered great setbacks. They were reduced to the small 

peasants and agrict~ltural labourers. The colonial ,economy .. 

remai.ned multisectoral in· which modern industry was only 

loosely connected to other major economic structures. Heavy 

industries were not permitted to grow. Even only those light 

industries were allowed to develop which had no potentiali• 

ties to compete with similar home industries and were able 

to provide better am more profitable opportunities tor the 

investment of British capital. Shirokov rightly observes 

that the characteristic feature of the economic str~cture 

of colonial India was in fact the overwhelming predominance 

·1~--.P-
'· Davis, Kingsley,~Population of India and Pakistan, 

Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 
1951, p. 21). 
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ot a backward agriculture over an insufficiently and 

narrowly developed indastry and the dependence of the 

reproduction of fixed as well as working capital on the 

toreta~ •arket. 4 

As a result, in 1951 only 9.6 per cent of the gain

tully employed population were engaged in industry. The 

organized mining and manufacturing industries accoan1ted 

for 41.2 per cent ot ·the national income produced by all 

industries and 25.9 per cent of all those engaged in indus

try. On the other hand, the share o-f the lower tons was 

58.8 per cent and 74.1 per cent respectively.5 

Thus, during the colonial regime industrial revolution, 

which involved the transition from manual to machine produ

ction, was even in indastry itself incomplete. Desai 

observes: "under the British rule, a hybrid national eco

nomy developed in India composed of two inharmoniously 

interconnected sectors, viz., a sector organized_tor market 

and an inherited sector which predominantly survived and 

functioned tor subsistence.n6 

4. Sbirokov, G.K., Industrialization of India, People's 
Publishing House, New Delhi, 1980, p. 14. 

5. Ibid., p. 15. 
6. Desai, A.R., Sociological Problems of Economic 

, Development, 1n Desai, A.R. (ed.) Rural Sociology 
u,Ind1a, Popular Prakasban Private Limited, Bombay, 

1978, p. 118. 
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The economic environment had tar reaching social 

consequences. The traditionally self-sufficient community 

based on the equilibrium of agriculture and artisan indus

try was disorganized. The then existing village panchayat, 

caste, joint family institution, customs and the outlooks 

were badly undermined. However, they were not replaced by 

a new social relationships corresponding to the new type 

of economy. In the absence of these, the new legal system 

resulted in a total chaos in social relations. The old 

principle of coordination and cooperation, based on hierarchy, 

inequality and authority, in the pre-British co~amunity, was 

replaced by the principle of competition. The restricted 

and uneven economic development further prevented the 

emergence ot a new form of social solidarity and modern 

outlook. 

INDUSTRIALIZATION AFTER INDEPENDENCE 

However, the Independence of India was followed by 

rapid strides in industrialization. Efforts were made to 

accelerate industrial development with an objective to 

obtain self-reliance and •a socialist pattern ot society', 

based on mixed economy. "Industrialization and establish

ment of the complex of heavy industries were viewed as a 

principal method of raising labour productivity, increas

ing national income and the accumulation of f~nd, speeding 
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up economic development and overcoming backwardness.n7 

The Indian Government after Independence, undertook 

a number ot measures to establish heavy industries, to 

encourage public sector, to regulate private sector and to 

protect the interests of industrial workers. These measures 

were expec~ed to bring indastrial revolution in the country 

by transforming a predominantly agricultural economy into 

an industrial economy. True to the exvectations, these 

measures brought about a sudden spurt in industrial growth 

during the period 1951-1965. But as it is evident from the 

data given below, the year 1965 marks the cut ott point. 

The picture has changed thereafter. with slow and uneven 

growth rate. This is primarily because of a shift in the 

approach towards industrialization. Instead of building a 

strong industrial base investments for short-term quick 

profits were preferred. This degenerated the potential for 

growth. 

ANNUAL GROWTH RATE (Compound) IN THE INDEX OF INDUSTRIAL 
PRODUCTION 

1947 
to 

1951 

1951 
to 

1955 

1955 
to 

1960 

1960 
to 

1965 

1965 
to 

1970 

1970 
to 

1977 

1965. 
to 

1976 
-----------~-------------- .... ------ .... -
General 
Index 4.8 9.0 4.7 4.1 

Source: S.L. Sbetty nstructural Retrogression in the 
Indian Economy since the Mid-Sixty"• E.P.w., 
Annual Number, 1978, p. 186 

7. Ibid., P• 303. 
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Shetty, 8 examining the detailed implications of 

structural retrogression on industrialization, finds that 

. small factories both in term ot size of labour torce and 

the gross value of plant and machinery accounted tor much 

ot the growth that occurred in the manufacturing industries. 

The noncorporate sector consisting of iactories owned under 

partnerships and proprietorships registered a remarkable 

increase. On the other hand, the corporate sector's sh~e 

in the total number of factories declined. Its share in 

tb.e total number of employees in the factory sector and 

their aoluments regi.stered a sharp fall. 9 Within the 

corporate sector, the public sector has not been able to 

attain a dominant posttion in th~ industrial sector despite 

heavy investment. 

Shetty also highlights the process of polarization 

that has accompanied recent industrialization. There is a 

growing trend towards exploitation of workers due to the 

tact that increase in labour productivity has not resulted 

in a corresponding increase in wage cost. There is also 

declining trend towards the proportion of workers in the 

8 Shetty, S.L., "Industrial Growth and Structure as 
seen through Annual Survey of Industries." E.P.W., 
October 2, 1982 and October 7, 1982, pp. 1610-1618 
and 1661-1668. 

9. Ibid• P• 1612. 
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category ot employees. All these clearly demonstrate 

that we are witnessing in In.dia the phenomenon ot an 

aborted industrial revolution. 10 

The Indian industrial world can be broadly.cate• 

gorized into "organized" and "dnorganizedtt sectors. In 

the organized sector, the industries are led by a number 

of large scale public sector and private sector plants. 

In the public sector organizations like BMT, BHBL, etc. 

are huge enterprises with G~ormal organizational structures. 

They employ thousands of skilled and unskilled workers 

along with sophisticated and modern machinery. They 

provide 'ideal• vorking and living conditions and job·') 

security tor their permanent employees. 

The private sector corporations, led by a handful 

of big industrial houses also present the same picture. 

They have their own marketing agencies and prefer to 

enter into collaborations with foreign firms. 

These public sector and private sector corporations 

look like, what Panini calls, 'citadels• when they are 

contrasted against the surrounding industrial scene. 11 

10. 

11. 

Pan1n1, M.N., "Industrialization and Social Strati
fication in India", Paper presented to the workship 
ot Social Stratification in India. Centre for the 
Study of Social Systems, School ot Social Sciences, ) 
J.N.U. • New Delhi, March 8-9, 1983, p. 8. (~~~ 
Ibid, p. 9. 
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The public sector corporation (citadels), in order to 

·promote the development of small scale indt~stries and to 

increase employment, buy certain specified compo~ents from 

the small scale industrial anits. These units are also 

sponsored by the public sector for varioos types of govern

ment assistance from time to time. These small industrial 

units, in their tt~rn, sometimes subcontract Jobs to other 

small scale, and household indostries. These small work

shOps may not even be registered as industrial units. The 

proprietors are skilled craftsmen employing one or two 

simple machines and a handful ot workers. They may not 

even possess the working capital and accevt the subcontract

ing work only \vhen the raw material is also supplied. 

The private sector enterprises also help extensively 

to the subcontracting business to flourish. By doing so, 

they are able to avoid the labour laws and ensure adequate 

supply of quality components. Since there are provis.ion 

for several concessions for small scale units, the big 

industrialists encourage reliable workers to open small 

workshops by providing them necessary finance and contracts. 

This, coupled with a link with the bureauc.racy, enables 

the private sector to create a parallel economy. 
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The d.isintegrated organization ot industries leads 

to tbe fragmentation of the labour market as well. As 

.Lalit.oc.Chakravarty characterized it, the labour ma'i:lret conti

nues to be vertically and horizontally tragmented.i2 

Thus, unlike the industrial revolution in the west, 

tbe economy is not getting progressively 'organized'. There 

still exists an interlink between the hierarchy ot •organi• 

zed' and 'unorganized' sectors. Even in the post-Indepen

deaae phase the industrialisation has not been able to 

ettect1vely integrate the multisectoral industrial world. 

Contrary to this, state intervention through various 

'controls' and 'progressive' laws bas divided markets and 
~ Mtr~~ ~~ ~· ~~~ 

has created numerous~in its size, the unorganized sector 

is growing and getting diversified with the growth of the 

organized sector. 13 

12. Chakravarti, L., "Emergence ot an Industrial Labour 
torce in a Dual Rconomy -British India, 1$80-1920", 
The Indian Economic and Social History Review, 
vol. XV, No. 3, VP• 249-327. 

i3. Pan1n1, N., op. cit., p. 14. 
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SOCIAL STRATIFICATION IN INDIA 

I 

Each society bas its characteristic pattern of 

stratification. The stratification system in India is 

recognized as static, acquired status ridden, tradition 

bound, and primary group oriented. It is based, largely 

on a very peculiar type of social grouping which is termed 

as "caste grouping". Though "caste l.ike" phenomena exist 

in other societies as well, it is tound in its most rigid 

form in Indian society. "It has fixed the psychology ot 

the various social groups and has evolved such minutely 

graded levels of social distance and superior-inferior 

relationships that the social structure looks like a gigan

tic hierarchy pyra~id with a mass of untouchables as its 

base and a small stratum ot elite, the Brahmins, almost 

equally una~proachable, at its apex.n 14 

Thus, tne system of caste rests upon the unequal 

distribution ot power between status groups occupying 

different position in the prestige hierarchy. It largely 

determines the function, the status, the available opportu

nities as well as the handicaps tor an individual. The 

treatment of caste, then becomes unavoidable as a standard 

14. Desai, A.R. (ed.). Rural Sociology in India, Popular 
Prakashan. Bombay, i978, Chapter ~. p. 39. 
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to measure changes with reference to other principles of 

stratification such as of wealth (c.lass) and power (elite). 

It becomes clear when we take a broader view ot the system 

ot association between caste on the one hand and ownership• 

control and use of land, on the other. Traditionally the 

larger landowners were from the upper castes; members of 

the lower caste were generally landless labourers; and in 

between were the middle level "peasant" or "cultivating" 

castes. 15 

The relationship between caste and tbe agrarian 

hierarchy can be studied at two levels. It constitutes 

both a system as well as structural unit ot social strati

fication. Beteille says - "It 1s both a form of social 

organization and a system of values. As a system of rela

tions ·it is marked by a division of society into groups 

which are ranked in an elaborate hierarchy. As a system 

of values it is characterized by the legitimacy it accords 

to social inequality and the importance it assigns to the 

ideas ot purity and polllltion."16 

15. Beteille, Andre, IneqQality and Social Change, 
Oxford University Press, Delhi, 1980, p. 2}. 

16. Beteille, Andre (ed.), Social Ineqaal1ty,Richard 
Clay (The Chancer Press), Bugay, Suffolk, 1969, 
p. 263. 
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We can define caste, as an institutionalized system 

of interaction among hierarchically ranked hereditary groups 

for marriage, occupation, econ,omic division of labour, 

entor,cement of caltu.ral norms and values by caste bodies 

and performance of ritu.al,based on.principles of purity and 

pollution .• 

Thus, the bases of caste stratification are the 

institutionalized inequality, closure of social system in 

respect ot social mobility, an elementary level ot division 

of laboar legitimised on ritual basis of reciprocity, and 

emphasis on quality (ritual purity) rather than performance. 

This institutionalized inequality and its cultural and 

economic coordinates are indeed the factors which render 

caste in India as a unique system of social strat1tication. 17 

Theoretically, caste system in India is rooted in 

the Varna systetn: a four-fold division of castes, the 

Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra. The Varna 01odel 

of caste system is mncro-stractural in nature. The principle 

of "status summation" that a caste being high or low on one 

scale ot ranking say, economic would also be high or low on 

political, social and ritual scales of the status,7 system, 

is giving way in contemporary Indian social system. At 

17. Singh• Yogendra, Social Stratification and Change in 
India. Manohar Publication, New Delhi, 1980t PP• 6-9. 
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the existential level there does not exist a single Varna 

with an all India structural network ot kinship, occupa

tional specialization and continuity ot social interact1on.i8 

Castes are divided into numerous regional endogamous groups 

and new forces have set in the conditions for the processes 

ot social mobility and change to take place in the system 

of caste stratification. 

II 

After having made a distinction between the theore

tical formulation of caste and its existential processes 
1 

it is worth considering the str~ctural properties of caste. 

To what extent do the new forces, operating from outside the 

caste system such as democratization, land reforms and other 
~~ 

strltitieatiea and create cleavages in the summation of 

social statuses based on ritual prestige, economic rank and 

political powerf To what degree do the castes undergo the 

processes of new structural differentiation through fusion 

and fission of forms? 19 

Different hypotheses have been put forward in this 

regard. 20 Based on the dialectical materialistic scheme, 

the 'mode of production' hypothesis is apprehensive of the 

18. Singh, Yogendra, Modernization of Indian Tradition, 
Thomson Press (India),Ltd., Faridabad, i977, p .. 161. 

i9. Singh, Yogendra, Social Stratification and Change 
in India, Manohar Publications, New Delhi, 1980, 
pp. 9-10. 

20. Ibid, pp. i7-21. 
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transformation of caste into class under the impact ot 

industrialization. This hypothesis views the system of 

caste as the social manifestation of forces of modes of 

production and ownership of property in Ind'ia based on 

tile agrarian feudal complex. Desai holds that caste rank

ing basically inheres an underdeveloped but potentially 

explosive class charaoter. 21 

SUbscribing to this hypothesis, the non-marxist 

sociologist, Kingsley Davis is of the opinion that if 

industrialization proceeds rapidly in the nation, the caste 

system will essentially disappear by tbe end of this centur~ 

He says: Utbe forces now opposing caste are more numerous 

and definite than those favouring it. This conclusion can 

be reached in another way, namely, in the actual evidences 
-e. 

of the decline of caste. Fo~most among such evidences are: 

(1} noticeable loosening of tbe restrictions on interdining; 

(2) widespread violation of taboos; (3) slight tendency 

to ignore intermarriage barrier; (4) pronounced growth of 

social mobility; and (5) gradual removal of untoucbability.•22 

21. Ibid, p. 18. 
22. Davis, Kin.gsley, Th.e Population of India and 

Pakistan, Princeton University Press, Princeton, 
1951, pp. 175-176. 
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v~~wever, the two systemsof caste and class are not 

polar opposites. To consider caste system as •static' and 

therefore to think class as a dynwnic system is not correct. 

K.L. Sharma writes: "The attributional approach to class 

does not provide fu.ll understanding of class relations 

because class is not quite separable from caste, and caste 

is more of an "interactional" system of relations rather 

than "ordering" of people 1n just higher, middle and lower 

ranks •••• class in India is not just a system of economic ' 

relations, and caste is not just a system of ritual and 

religious activities. Classes are ingrained in the caste 

system, hence class system has a culture of its own, and 

caste : ~:aystem has an economics o.t 1 ts own~Jl2l J · 
Following the structural-functional orientation, 

the second hypothesis, 'the caste resilience and adaptation 

hypothesis' is based on the argument that caste systea has 

undergone some transformation but withott't much alteration. 

"The forces of industrialization, Westernization, growth 

of technology and other democratic institutional spreads 

tends to enlarge the process ot caste functions and contri

bute ~o its organizational mobilization, ra~i~nalisation 

23. Sharma, K.L., Essays on Social Stratification, 
Rawat Publication, Jaipur, 1980, pp. 2i-22. 
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and tusion of caste ranks.n24 

Supporting the thesis of continued caste resilience, 

M.N. Srinivas says that whereas caste mobility in medieval 

India was based on fission, in modern India it takes the 

form of fusion of caste segments. 25 

·Andre Beteille ~ses Max Weber•s term of status group 

to characterise caste and finds evidence of "the emergence 

of new caste l.ike str~ctural forms which are both "elaborate" 

and rigid. in structure; these •new castes' as Beteille 

describes them are discernible in the crystallization of 

professional and occupational groups. These maintain exclu

siveness ot life-style and social interaction similar to 

status groups. Logically, these new status groups may conti

nue despite industrialization and increased political parti

cipation. Beteille writes: "Many changes are taking place 

in the productive organization as well as in the political 

system. These changes are not likely to lead to a disappea

rance of ,;~status grouvs which in any case have to be differen

tiated from classes •••• In India the status groups of the 

future will no doubt carry the marks of the caste system ••• "~6 

24. Singh, Yogendra, 1980, op.cit., p. 19. 
25. Ibid. 
26. Quoted trom Y. Singh, Ibid. 
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.However, some sociologists, like E.R. Leach, F.G. 

Bailey, Yogendra Singh and Rajni Kothari, emphasise that 

through new structural adaptation SllCh as formation of 

caste associations, caste federations and clusters, castes 

lose their original character and assume class - like torms. 27 

IMPACT OF INDUSTRIALIZATION ON STRATIFICATION SYSTEM 

IB INDIA 

~ has been argued on the basis of western experience 

that industrialization means a breakdown of traditional 

social institutions and valueJt. Gould says: "As is well 
)(. known, industrialization involves the altering of fundamental 

relationships 81Uong men in many spheres of social life so 

that, if carried ot its ultimate conclusions, it means the 

achievement of a new form of human society.n28 

Modern industrialization is characterized by the 

factory system involving not Just a d1v1sion of labollr but 
,----. 

also the use ot machines which would progressively appro-

priate the worker's skill. The process which involves not 

just a new way of organising work and workers but also a new 

kind of relationship between the wan and the machine is tb ere

tore considered to possess a revolutionary potential. 

27. Ibid, p. 20 
28. Gould, B.A., Lucknow Riekshawallas: The Social Orga

nization of an Occupational Category in Rao, M.S.A. 

J ( ed.) • Urban Sociologr in Ind1$!J Orient Longman Ltd., 
New Delhi, 1974, pp. 291-292. l 
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The pattern of industrialization in the West 

sttpports a body of sociological theory which views the 

long.sweep of social evolution as a transformation from 

one ideal type - 8 :folfc." society, Gemeinschaft - to another 

ideal type - urban society, Gesellschaft. ~bert writes: 

"It is assumed that the introduction of the factory system 

has certain institutional itllperatives tbat flow from this 

i"orm of work organization ieperatives 'Which are instrumen-

tal in moving a society from one end o:f the polarity to 

another, from a static, acquired status ridden, tradition 

bound, primary-group oriented, particularistic, fatalistic 

society into. one that is ravidly ~hanging, achieved status, 

dominated; ·progressive, universalistic and aspiring. In 

fact, the factory is presumed to embody the latter set of 

characteristics and thus, by its example, to upset the 

stable, trad i tiona!:: structure. o 29 

~t observers of Indian society would acce~t that 

it has undergone one general sort of change over the past 

century or two. From a social order which placed closed 

corporate caste groups in a hierarchy - an order found in 

village-India has been aoving towards a more open society, 

29. Lambert, R.D., Workers, Factories and Social Change 
in India, Princeton, New Jersey. Princeton Univer
sity Press, 1963, p. 17. 
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less dependent upon the ideology ot hierarchy - found 

primarily in urban areas. Thus, it is assumed that as 

industrialization grows in a society like India, the tradi

tional institution and value patterns will change in the 

direction ot the Western models of social lifeand thought. 

Here, Western society and industrial society are taken as 

interchangeable labelll<) 

If we proceed with the aforesaid assumptions, we 

are beset with following questions: Is the caste system 

breaking up or taking a new form? Is the principle of 

hierarchy, considered pivotal to this system of stratifi

cation, giving way to new principles of stratification? 
' l& 

One explanation tor this~tbat industrialization 

would break down the barriers of caste in India. It it 

bas not so tar achieved, it is due to the fact that under 

the colonial rule India could experience only a partial 

industrialization. Another explanation offered in this 

direction, is that the limited industrialization in the 

colonial period, followed by the attellipts to accelerate 

the process after independence has already divided the 

society into classes. The caste system has only succeeded 

in effectively veiling this transformation. 

j9Ue to the growing impact of industrialization, caste 

associations, federations, and clusters have increasingly 



leen formed, and these compete as corporate groups tor 

access to political power, economic and cultural resources 

and opportunities. This has enhanced the competitive inter1 

action of castes with other castes on a scale which never 

existed in traditional Indian soeci:ety. Moreover, in the 

Metropolitan settings the principle ot "Corporate ranking"* 

does not operate. The exclusiveness of the traditional 

principle of social status determination has been broken up. 

Industry proves to be a ritually ambiguoussphere in which 

the status hierarchy is defined by "secular" criteria rather 

than by the criteria of the traditional ritual and caste 

structure. 

Thus, the principle of· "status summation" is also 

giving way. The clustering of castes and communities in 

different occupations is more and more determined by educa

tional and skill qualifications and genetic status tactors 

rather than by caste and community. ~y few Jobs in the 

factory are considered to be the exclusive monopoly of any 

* In Corporate ranking, status is attributed to the 
entire group and even i:t individuals or families 
in that group are able to acquire status enhancing 
attributes, the status of the groQp as a whole is 
not changed. The status is col~ectively defined 
as on cultural criteria. In the rural caste syste• 
principles of purity and pollution, hereditary 
occupation and kinship relations which are more 
binding factors in social interaction, render the 
ranking system corporate. 
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particular caste.l0 Departure from traditional caste and 

Varna occupations are tar more numerous and significant. 

In Madras city,·Brahmans outnumbered Cettiyars and other 

castes and communi ties as industrial laad.ers. Former un-

touchable& are found throughout the spectrum of industrial 

employments as machinists and mechanics and in highly 

skilled types of Jobs.31 

~be fear of ritual pollution from inter-caste 

contact is not a maJor problem.in industrial set-up. The 

intercaste work teams, intercaste dining in factory canteens 

and the use of common washing and medical facilities are 

all now standard practices. Thus, "···· in the public 

matters ·of work, the modern occupations have opened up to 

all castes, not only in law as applies to all India, but 

also in practise.?32 

A. Neiboff, in his studyll shows the trend ot migra

tion among the industrial workers in Xanpur. Be observes 

30. Singer, Kilton, Whea a Great Tradition Modernizes 
Praeger Publishers, New York, 1972, pp. 313-315. 

31. Ibid, P• 3%6. 
32. Saberwal, Satish, Mobile Ken: Limits to Social 

Change in Urban PunJab, Vikas Publishing Bouse Pvt. 
Ltd., New Delhi, 1976, p. 225. 

33. Neihotf, A., Factory Workers in India. Publication 
in Anthropology, Public Museum Milwaukee, 1959. 
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that together with the lower-caste people who leave ru.ral 

areas to seek menial Jobs in the city, the higher caste 

people are also migrating to the industrial areas. This 

cha~ge in the migration pattern is probably more a matter 

ot choice than necessity by the high caste men, since those 

who bear the brunt of economic privation during liard years 

in the villages are the low caste people. This change in 

part represents a new attitude towards the work by the high 

caste people.'4 He finds a new pattern of mobility among 

the higher caste Hindus and their willingness to labour in 

industries at occupations which traditional caste values 

prohibits tor the Twice Born. 

~ctor s. D'Souza. evaluating the importance of the 

caste system in the urban social structure ot Chandigarh, 

finds out that both among the H.indus and Sikhs, the educa

tional hierarchy is not in correspondence with the caste 

hierarchy. While, the Brahmins, who hold the top position 

in the caste hierarchy occQpy only the fourth position in 

educational hierarchy, the trading castes (Vashya.s) are on 

the top.35 Assuming that the social class position of a 

34. Ibid, p. 34. 
35. D'Souza, v.s., Caste, Occupation and Social Class 

in Chandigarll in Bao, H. s. A.. ( ed.) Ur,ban_Sociology 
in India, Orient Longman Ltd., New Delhi, 1974, 
pp. 280-281. 
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person is indicted by his occupational atatus, we find a 

post tive correlation betveen education and family income"" 

on the one hand and oc~upational status on the other.'6 

Thus, occupational structure is not consistent with the 

operational caste hierarchy. 

Since the principle of •status summation• and the 

congruence of ritual status, economic status and power 

status as in the traditional caste stratitioation is wither

ing away under the impact of industrialization, social 

mobility as a process has become more active in recent 

times. 

I~he traditional system of stratification, verti

cal 11obility for the untouchable was ditt•icult. Bailey 

points out that neither improved economic status nor 

Sanskritization has helped the untouc>bables to cross the 

barrier of untouchability in the village.37 However, 

Patwardhan38 teels that due to industrialization and other 

socio-economic factors, Indian society is no longer a 

36. Ibid, p. 288. 
37. Bailey, F.G., Caste and Economic Frontier: A 

Village in Highland Orissa, English Language 
Book Society, London, 1972, p. 227. 

38. Patwardhan, s., As.pects of Social Mobility Among 
Scheduled Caste in Poona. In Rao, M.S.A. (ed.) 
op. cit •• p. 335. 
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closed system, where ascriptive status determines predomi

nantly the range and nature, as well as the extent of 

mobility. Be tinds that the Chambhars in Maharashtra 

have lost the stigma of untouchability and are becoming 

part ot the wider Hindu society'(} 

~hese new changes are so fundamental that it is 

often debated if the new forms of castes are indeed a mani

festation of caste or class properties. ~ai writes: '*The 

transformation of self-contained rigid castes into modern 

mobile classes has taken place in a peculiar manner. Cer

tain castes have been monopolising the position of the 

priviledged upper classes of modern society. Certain castes 

have been loosing previous status and functions and slowly 

submerging into the lowest class grouvs of modern indust~~~ 

F~en Victor D'Souza is of the opinion that "it soci4l 

class is defined as a category of people having more or 

less similar prestige and not a group wi tb clearly ~ircum- / 

ecrtb•d limits, the division of the community in Cbandigarh 

could be said to have a class like format1on.n 40 In this 

study, he has divided the population of Chandigarb in tour 

social classes, namely, upper class, middle class, working 

39. Desai, A.R. (~9.), op.cit., p. 38 

40. D'Souza, v.s., op. cit., p. 285. 
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class, and lower classi Here, the distinction between 

•caste• and 'cl:iass' is based on the concepts of •rigidity' 

and 'fluidity•. Thus, it inheres the distinctions between 

"cummulative inequality" said to be the characteristic o:t 

caste and "dispersed inequality" treated as a characteristic 

of the class system. 

vHowever, this 'breakdown' hypothesis is quite mis

leading. As K.L. Sharma also says: "Caste and class rela

tions cannot be understood by the application .o:t the rigidity

fluidity dimensions of the caste system. Yhe view that 

change is taking place from caste to class, hierarchy to, 

stratification, closed to open, organic to segmentary system 

of stratificational relations is not correct.n4i 

Yogendra Singh observes that there is contusion among 

the sociologists over the tradition-modernity dichotany. 

It has led to the contention that mobility was completely 

absent in the traditional Indian social system. The reasons 

for this misconception are: "first, their view is based upon 

classical literature and its ideology which overemphasise 

the element of continuity and secondly, for the Western 

scholars the most striking feature in Indian system has been 

the contrast it offered to their own society.n42 

41. Sharma, K.L., op.cit., p~ 15. 
42. Singh, Y. op. cit., p. 116. 
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Srinivas corrects this confused perspective saying 

that while traditional, that is pre-British, Indian society, 

was stationary in Character, it did not preclude the mobi

lity upward as well as downward, ot individual caste in the 

local hierarchy.'' 

~us, we tind that in a number of ways the actual 

situation in India appears to differ from the results to 

be expected according to the acce~ted path of industrialia. 

and its related phenomena. Yogendra Singh refers to a 

"prQsmatic model" of change where traditional segments ot 

caste and kinship undergo adaptive transformation without 

co11pletely being "diffracted" into classes or corporate 

groups. The class segments operate within the trruoe·ot 

caste categories with a new sense ot identity, ·and t·hey also 

violate caste norms, thereby pointing out contrad.ictions.,. 44 

At this juncture, 1t becomes inevitable to present 

tew studies on the impact of industrialization on the tradi

tional Indian stratification system. 

~rmulating his conceptual scheme in the study of 

five factories in Poona, Lambert writes: "Throughoat this 

43. Srinivas, M.N., "Mobility in the Caste System", in 
Milton Singer and Bernard Cohn (eds.), Structure 
and Change in Indian Society, Aldine Publishing Co., 
Chicago, 1968, p. 169. 

44. Quoted trom Sharma, K.L., o~. cit., pp. 15-16. 
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literature, however, a relatively simple polarity occurs -

a set of ideal types whose component parts appear again 

and again in discussion about changes from peasant to indus

trialized societies. For our purpose, we will select five 

changes which are presumed to accompany that process of 

social change called modernization: status is superseded 

by contract as the predominant basis o! interpersonal econo

mic relations; primary grou.p organized production processes 

are supplanted by a more complex division of labour, finer 

job specification, and the interdepend.ence of separate 

economic role, ascribed status gives way to achieved status 

as the legitimizer ot social gradations; status immobility 

surrenders to rapid vertical am. horizontal mobility; and 

belief in the durability, inevitability, and propriety ot 

one's status is replaced by aspiration tor improving one's 

lot."'-? 

r,ubstantively, however, Lambert•s findings do not 

confirm many assumptions with which he started. A •ore 

i•portant one was that in the process of industrialization 

traditional structures must give way to new forms. The 

traditional structures like caste and family, he finds, 

have undergone only adaptive changes under the iapact of 

4S. Lambert, Richard D., Workers, Factories and Social 
Change in India, Princeton, Hew Jersey, Princeton 
University Press, 1963, p. 16. 



the factory system. The differentiating structures such 

as labour torce, unions,· and other industrial work groups 

maintain many particularistic and ascrivtive ties and yet 

participate as effectively in the industrial role structure~ 

The thesis concerning the substitution of achieved 

for ascribed status requires that caste gives way to educa

tion as a basis of ranking. However, be finds that the two 

are so intertwined that it is difficult to separate the~~, 

and .one supports the other. 46 

Tbus, Lambert's thesis is that the factory is a 

much more differentiated and gentle graft. Its institutional 

imperatives are not nearly so strong as might be imagined 

and tbey are not aoving in so orderly a fashion towards the 

•odernization end ot the polarity. 47 

Kilton Singer, in his study ot nineteen industrialist 

families in Madras, reJects the view that traditional Indian 

society was resistent to change and points out that it is 

wrong to equate the "traditional" with the stagnant and un

changing as is usually done. Indian society, tor instance, 

has been adJusting itseft to new forces and circumstances 

throughout its recorded history and bas evolved certain 

strategies ot adaptation which continue to serve it well. 

46. Ibid, p. 216. 
47. Ibid, p. 17. 
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Singer bas identified some of the adaptive strate

gies ot Indian culture to new forces and circumstances, 

such as •compartmentalization•, 'ritual neutralization of 

the work sphere', 'vicarious ritualization', etc. 

Be writes: "Compartmentalization is an adaptive 

process that permits Indians to combine the modes of thought· 

and behaviour of modern industry w.ith traditional modes of 

thought and behaviour without too direct a collision."48 

The conflicts the industrialist encounters with 

traditional institutions, beliet~and values he contains 

and mitigates by compartmentalizini his life in industry 

from his domestic and social life. He categorises the 

latter as his "traditional culture", although it also con

tains many 11odern features and the former as his "modern 

culture", although it contains some traditional teatures. 49 

The weakening ot pollution is more evident in the factory 

than) it is at home and in social relations. In the home, 

intercaste dining is rare. Besides, caste-consciou.sness 

has not been eliminated. High castes tend to associate 

with high castes. pn the other hand, factory sweeping and 

48. Singer, Milton, When a Great Tradition Modernizes, 
Praeger Publishers, New York, 1972. p. l22. 

49. Ibid., p. l48. 
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acavengtng are still largely done by untouchables. As 

such, compartmentali•ation works as an adaptive process 

to reduce the conflict between tradition and modernity. 

Singer observes that by compartmentalizi-Dg their lives 

the industrial leaders in Madras are able to function both 

as good Hindus and as the vanguard of modernization in the 

industrial sphere.5° 

Saberwal, while studying PunJabi industrial town, 

tries to explore the processes underlying the transforma

tion ot Indian society trom one with hierarchically orga

nized corporate caste groups to a relatively open society, 

stressing individual attributes. His analysis has shown 

it to have been a many-layered structural change, shaped 

by a wide range of influences. Be writes: "As is well

known mobility is a tunction, in part, of one's castes rank . . . 

in the ritual hierarchy. However, the mobility experiences 

ia Modelpur have been influenced not so much by the caste 

rank as by its hereditary occupation, and the new ovportu

nities coming its way, which gave it partica~ar mix of 

resources and handicaps in a changing economic and politi

cal setting.n5i Saberwal has found that despite the 

50. Ibid. 
51. Saberwal, Satisb, op.cit., p. 220. 
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occupational mobility, a fair number of Ad Dbarmis continue 

to work with leather, and the Ramgarhias with wood. or, even 

as industrialists, with metal. In these cases, a certain 

residual inherited element survives in occupations. 

~ One of his maJor findings is tbat "the high castes 

are moving from a belief in inherited pollution" to one 

in floccupational pollution", reducing the social distance 

kept from a BariJan in a modern occu.pation. Some ot them 

might so tar as to observe only "episodic pollution"; allow

ing even a scavenger, after a clean u~, to enter close 

social relations, but only a few act in this manner yetn.52 

the basic point in Goold's study of Lucknow ricksha

wallas1 which shows tbe ilapact ot industrialization upon 

Indian social lite is that the adoption of achievement 

oriented occupation in the context ot the city does not 

imply the total abandonment of traditional social organiza

tion. Features ot the latter remain viable botb in rural 

communities and as 'adaptive mechanisms' in cities. 

"Compartmentalization of behaviour appears to be a major 

mecban1sll •••• nS3 Govld comes to the conclusion that the 

52. Ibid, P• 226. 
S3. Gould, B.A., op. cit., p. 298. 
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rickshawallas comprising of several religious and caste 

groups do exhibit uniformity· of patterns of interaction 

and attitudes in respect of tbeir couuaon occupation. Beyond 

this the professional values are inoperative, caste and 

religion hold their sway in guiding their activities con

cerning marriage and family life. This is an important 

finding because it shows that there is a dichotoilly between 

the wotk and domestic situations. 

~estigating the social and economic backgrounds 

of entrepreneurs in the medium-seale firms of Madras state, 

James Berna has found that there is greater freedom of 

entry into industry.than is generally supposed to exist 

in one of the less-developed countries where traditional 

occupation and caste are important in determining economic 

status. The entrevreneurs represent various castes and 

communities. The cases suggest that sociological factors 

such as ca•te, attachtaent to tradition activities and 

aifproval or disapproval of the social group to which a 

potential entrepreneur belongs, are less important than 

economic factors such as access to capital and technical 

knowled.ge. However, he observes that "the prevailing 

social structure and community relationships have great 

influence in determining who obtains access to capital and 

knowledge J~J" 

54.. Berna, James, Industrial Entrepreneurship in Madras 
State, Asia Publishing Bouse, Bombay, 1960, p. 213. 
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Mckim Marriott has pointe~ out that, in the 

Maharashtr~an town of Wai, which he has studied nlow

artisans1', whose places of work and residence are not 

physically separate, also 'blend• rather than compartmen

talize modern and traditional segments. In this town, 

the "highn professionals {lawyers, doctors and teachers) 

do, however, compartmentalize both between office and house

bold, which are usually separate, and within the household, 

where the areas tor work, visitors and the family are 

distinctly demarcated.55 

~ 
J:bus, we can~conclude that as a consequence of 

industrialization, there is a shift from ascribed status 

to achieved status as a basis of hierarchical ranking. 

The aspiration level is rising and it is increasingly 

being tied to performance. Social mobility is taking place 

in a greater number through the acceptance and pursuit of 

modern secular modes and syutbols. The territorial mobility 

due to migration has led both to horizontal mobility and 

vertical mobility. The occupational feature of the.caste 

has disintegrated in the modern economic order and there 

is strengthening· of relations on class line. l However, 

despite the disappearance ot caste as an occupational 

55. Quoted from Kilton Singer, o~. cit., p. 360. 
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factor tn the industrial division of labour, it cannot be 

simply asserted that caste bas entirely disaptJeared from 
i 

the social life. /It continues to survive through certain 
t 

adaptive mecllanisms~ 

CASTE IN INDUSTRY ~ 

Referring to Weber, Yogendra Singh writes: "the 

role of cultural and institutional factors in the slow 

growth of indastrialization bas been a subJect ot much 

specLtlation among social soi.entists. There is a long 

standing tradition of a section ot social scientists who 

pin down slow rate of economic growth in India to its 

philosophy ot renunciation or •other-worldly-asceticism' 

of the Hindu rel1g1on.n56 

uA.R. Desai holds caste as a obstacle to industria

lization. "The retard.ing role and the reactionary signi

ficance of this institution is still very insu!ficlently 

realized by tbe students ot· lndia • s economic developmentpn57 

Aabming back to 'Weber, we find that his analy.sls of 

Hinduism t~pl1es that a good Hindu cannot si~ultaneously 

become a good industrialist, the inner 'spirit of Hinduism' 

is incompatible with industrial ·cal!1tal1sm. One aspect 

56. Singh, Y., Modernization ot Indian Tradition, 
op.cit., p. 111. 

57. Desai, A.R., op.oit., p. 120. 
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ot Hinduism especially singled out by Weber and others 

as incompatible with modern - industrial life is its 

ritualism and magic. Thus, Weber who also recognized the 

revolutionary potential of capitalism - in particular its 

inherent rationality - held the view that in the caste 

society even the forces of capt tali stu have to slow down~8 

However, neither in real life nor in the traditional 

postulates has Hinduism defined materialism or pursuit of 

pleasure in life. The fact is that the Hindu society has 

adopted to new circumstances and has developed n.ew institu

tions and new secular activities. It has a high level of 

rationality and an openness to reinterpretation ot its 

sacred traditions. Thus, we can emphasise the •rational 

adapt1bil1ty' r~tber than the 'irrational resistance' of 

Hinduism to change. ~futing Weber's view, Milton Singer 

writes: "Weber dogmatically insisted that Hinduism and 

caste system are essentially negative and anti-rational in 

their effects on economic activity.n59 Singer's argument 

is $uvported by the fact that sixteen out of nineteen 

industrial leaders (studied by Singer) in Madras city are 

Hindus.-y 

58. See Weber, Max, General Economic History, 
Translated by Frank B. Knight, New York: Collier 
Books, i961, p. 146. 

59. Singer, Milton, op.cit., p. 273. 
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The question of the caste system in industry has 

many facets: To what extent does a particular community 

doainate the indus/trial leadership? To what extent do 

the industrial leaders prefer the members of their own 

caste or religious community in recruitment and promotion 

ot employees? To what extent does the distribution of 

employees in a factory accord with traditional caste 

occupations? 

J'n India, industrial organization is perhaps too 

recent a development to be considered the traditional 

occupation of any caste. .Industrial entrepreneurship is 

thus not the ,~1preserve of any single caste and community. 

It has attracted able individuals from different castes, 
"-

including Brahmans and cultivating castes whose traditional 

occupations had been re~otely associated with industr~ 

Jiowever, it is interesting to note that most of the 

dominating positions in the industry are monopolized by a 

- tew castes all over India. Mostly these communities hail 

trom the castes whose traditional occupation has been trade 

and rnoney-londing. 11 In social structural terms their rise 

provides a continuity with the past tradition; most ot them 

belong to tbe t~rading and mercantile castes of India and 

as such tbeir emergence does not mark a radical break in 



their traditional social structure ot the bus.iness 

el1te.n60 The dominance ot the Marwaris and Jains in 
·-" 
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Calcutta, Gujarati Banias, Jains and Parsis in the West, 

the Chettiars in the South and the Agarwals and other 

Bania communities in the North can be easily observe~ 

While this may tit the classical pattern of the 

merchant becoming a capitalist, evidences ot certain 

artisans and craftsmen communities waking good in the 

indastry are also avallableo Saberwal•s study of Rangariahs 

of Punjab produces a well documented case of artisans turn

ing into industrialists. Another case is that ot Jatavs 

ot Agra who have taken to shoe manutacturing. 6i 

However, as the craftsmen and artisans face several 

structural obstacles, relatively fewer amongst them have 

made it to the top. James Berna's study in the Madras 

state shows that the emergent level of entrepreneurs has 

risen not from among the hereditary rich but from among 

those who first started with a very small capital and worked 

their way upward in stages. 62 

60. 
61. 

62. 

6pAcl£• 
Singh,- Yogendra, ..tlritt, p. 152. 
Lyncb• Oven M., •atoting as a Rational Action•, 
B.P.W., Nov. 28, 1981, PP• i951-1956. 
Berna, James, op.oit., p. 42. 
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Another trend is to be found among the landowning 

castes taking to industry. Under this category can be 

placed the Mahishya industrialists of Howrah, the Patidars 

of Gu.Jarat, and the Naidus and Reddys of Andhra Pradesh and 

Tamil Nadu. Certain upper castes and communities such as 

the Brahmins and Syrian Christians in Madras have also been 

recently entering the field of industrial entrepreneurs. 63 

But only a limited number ot middle level entrepreneurs from 

traditionally non-business communities have emerged so tar. 

The different backgrounds of the industrial leaders 

and the different paths by which they came into industry 

strongly suggest that factors such as individual and family 

experience, previous occupation, education and capital in 

relation to available opportunities have been aore decisive 

in recruiting the industrial leaders. The more successful 

entrepreneurs, apart from having tbetr·business accumen, use 

networks based on loyalties like kinship, caste, neighbour

hood, religion, region, language and other links like inte

rest groups and political parties. Suberwal also observes 

caste solidarity and opportunistic links with "social net

works" as the strategies ot mobility tor the industrial 

entr,epreneurs. 64 

63. Panini, M.N., op.cit., p. 15. 
64. Saberwal, Satisb, op.cit., pp. 220-22i. 
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Networks are also important in recruitin' labourers. 

N.R. Sheth has shown how the factory management manipulated 

caste networks to recruit loyal workers. Klass Vander 

Veen studying Bulsar district finds that unskilled labourers 

set recruited in various Jobs in the government and facto

ries through the articulation of patron-client and neigh

bourhood ties. 65 Saberwal finds that Ad Dharmis in Modelpur, 

due to their numerical dominance, have brought in caste

mates as apprentices and workers in the industry. 66 

Milton Singer, in his study of Madras observes that 

traditional merchant castes are prominent in industry artd 

most firms are locally known as caste or community firms 

and are presumed to favour their particular community in 

recruitment, training., promotion and contracta. 67 

There are sufficient evidences to show that even 

the unco•pro•ising condition of the hiring and tiring in 

the modern occupational order, which is based on achieve

ment criteria is modified by the tie of tr.eiendsh1p, kin

ship- and caste. 

65. Panini, K.N., op.cit., p. 18. 
66. Saberwal, Satisb, op.cit., p. 219. 

67. Singer, Hilton. op.cit •• p. 346. 
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fhe above tendencies account tor the proaainance and 

near monopoly of particularistic groups in certain factories. 

In carpet weaving and textile industries in Uttar Pradesh 

the Muslim Julahas have developed a strong hold. Even in 

the public sector industrial units in Bangalore, Malayalee 

workers and the Tamilian workers can be isolated from the 

Kannadiga workers who are recruited from certain parts of 

Kazrnataka. 68 

Tbe existence of these particularistic enclaves 

have a peculiar impact on mobilZation along class lines. 

However, since the recruitment to the industrial class is 

more on the basis of particularistic ties than tree indi

vidual motivation, it reduces its sociological impact, 

that an industrial force could have had on the system ot 

social atratific~tion. 

Following the caste clustering ot particular castes 

in particular job areas, there is a status hierarchy within 

the modern industry, which overlaps the old hierarchical 

system. The status hierarchy exists with the top manageaent 

at the top; skilled and unskilled workers at the bottom and 

office staff and technical engineering departments in the 

68. See Bolustrom, M., South Indian Factory Workers, 
Oambridge University Press. London, 1976. 
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middle. Though this hierarchy is not in one-to-one corres

pondence with the hierarchy ot ritual pollution and purity 

among castes and is largely defined by differences in salary, 

educational qualifications and degree ot authority and respon

sibility, there is some overlapping atleast in one narrow 

area. While traditional merchant castes are prominent in 

- the ind11stry and the non-trading upper castes are in the 

middle of the hierarchy (white-collars, etc.), the factory 

sweeping and soavenging are still largely being done by 

untouchables. 

However, if the untouchables continue in scavenging, 

it is more due to its rising wa1es and to their lags in 

more competitive arenas than to pollution-linked disabili

ties as such. Bven Milton Singer is ~t the opinion that 

the stat1.1s hierarchy within a particular industrial company 

is not a replication ot the caste hierarchy but is •ore like 

the "blue-collar", "white-collar", "management hierarchy of 

European and American companies. As regards purity and 

pollution the hierarchy in the industry is rit~ally neutral. 69 

An Overviewp" 

The above analysis reveals that the process of indus

trialization need not necessarily destroy the traditional 

69. Singler, Milton, op,cit., p. 128. 
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system of stratification and inevitably bring in a 

"aodern" systetn of economic classes. In tact, a good 

deal of technical •odernization in India has strengthened 

the traditional system of caste. The traditional Hindu 

institutions and beliefs are quite compatible with •odern 

industrial organization and they are being adapted by the 

industrial entrepreneurs to supply the motivations and a 

positive social ethic for continuing industrialization. 

Thus, the Indian experience ot industrialization 

does not fit the Western model and the "breakdown hypo

tbesis":does not prove true. Yet, it should be recognized 

that though industrialization has not succeeded in generat

ing the class-consciousness, it has weakened the signifi

cance of pri.ordial caste loyalties. 

What, in short, we inter is that the achievement

oriented stratification system rooted in modern technology 

and occupation, succeed~ in detaching work from its caste 

contexts without necessarily altering the other features 

of caste such as endogamy etc. Caste still plays a pre

dominant role in social lite~ 
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CHAPTER III 

INDUSTRIALIZATION AND SOCIAL STRATIFICATION IN BIHAR 

In this chapter we shall examine the nature an" 

. process of industrialization and its impact on the system 

of social stratification in Bihar. In this exercise, we 

shall also examine the historical development and social 

condition that pre~alled in the state. 

The growth of industrialization and urbanization 

in a developing region are crucial events as t.hese are 

the indicators of economic development. Although BUtar • 

in terms of population, is the second largest state of 

India, the pace of its industrialization and urbanization 

is Yery low in.collpartson to other industrially developed 

states in India. According to the Census report of 1971, 

urban populat~on of tbe state constituted only 10.0 per 

cent ot the total population as compared to the 20.0 per 

cent tor the country as a whole. 1 This low level of 

urbanization ln the state can be attributed to the low 

level of industrialization. 

1. Computed ~rom Census of India, 197i, Series-I, 
India, Final Population, p. 86. 
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Though the state ranks .first in teras ot mineral 

resources, the growth of mtoeral based industries is in

adequately poor. 

The economic structare of th.e state is predominantly 

rural and agrarian. Tbe state has not been 1ndu.str1alized 

despite its immense potentialities for in~ustrialization. 

Because ot the agricultu.ral character of the economy and 

its poor development, the per capita income is the lowest 

1 n tbc country. 

The occupational structure also reveals the same 

trend. About S:J per cent of the state's working popula• 

tion is engaged in aariculture as compared to 72 per cent 

in India as a whole. Tbia shows that there is a close 

relationship between occupational structu:re and economic 

development. Furthermore, the emp1r1cal.evidenoe relating 

to the composition of economic nctivity in a country or 

region at different levels of development suggests that 

economic progress i.s associated with certain "distinct, 

necessary and predictable changes in occupational stru

oture.n2 A btgb level of economic development is closely 

associated with the extent ot working population engaged 

2. Khan, Nasir A., Problems of Growth ot an Under
developed Economy - India, Asia Publishing Bouse, 
1961, p. 121. 
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in the secondary and tertiary sector. Colin Clark argues 

that "in studying economic progress in relation to the 

economic stracture of different countries, we tind a very 

firmly established generalization that a high .average level 

of real income per capita is always associated with a high 

proportion ot the working population engaged in tertiary 

indtastries. Coilbary to this, the low income per capita 

is always associated ~itb a low prOIJort1on of the 'Working 

population engaged in tertiary production and a high per

centage tn primary produet1on.n3 

Prot. A.G.B. Fisher also draws the same conclusion. 

He observes: "we may say that in every progressive eoono11y 

there has been a steady shitt of employment and investment 

from the essentially primary activities to secondary acti

vities of all kinds, and to a still greater extent into 

tertiary product1on.n4 

If we consider the occupational structure of Bibar 

in the light of Fisher-Clark hypotheses, we find that it 

retlects the backwardness ot the state's economy. Tho 

maJor1 ty of the state • s population depends on o.gricul ture 

l. Clark, Colin, The Conditions ot Economic Progress, 
Macmillan, London, 1940, p. 128. 

4. fisher, A.G.B., Bconomic Progress and Social 
Security, London, 19~5, pp. S-6. 
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and only a small proportion depends on industries. In 

the 1971 C~nsus, there were 17.49 million workers of 

various categories in the state which constituted 3i 

per cent of the total population. The proportions of 

worker's to the total population Lor three regions ot 

lortb Bihar, South Bibar and Chotanagpur were )0,9, 

30.4.ti&nd )2 pet· cent respectively .. 

the 

Tboa1gh l'llibar bas marked rapid urbanization during 

the last two to three decades, yet it lags behind compa

red to tbe coaurtry's average rate ot urbanization.. The 

table given bel,ow _indicates the level of urbanization in 

the three regions of Bihar state. 

Table - I 

Region Levels of urbanization 
(in percentage) ----- ----------------------~ 

Borth Bihar 

South Bihar 

Cbotanagpur 

Bihar 

5.2 

12.6 

t6.o 

10.0 

Source: Dratt Fifth Year Plan (1974-79), Government ot 
Bihar, B1bar Planning Board, p. 2. 
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It is evident trom the table that the percentage 

ot urban population is relatively higher in Chotanagpur 

in comparison to other regions. This may be attributed 

to the heavy and mineral based industrial complex forming 

urban islands in a vast rural e:xtstence.5 

It is noteworthy that the backwardness of the eco

nomy cannot be attributed to the lack of reaoU>I":ces in 

Bihar. Apart from the vast human resou.roesJ the state 

bas the richest mineral belts. It bas bunense potential 

for producing industrial raw materials, power resources 

and agricultural eo•modities. Inspite ot these, the state 

remains backward. Even after thirty-six years ot Indepen

dence and tbi.rty-two years of planned economic development 

Bihar remains one ot tbe most backward economy in India 

and otters a paradoxical spectacle of 'poverty amidst 

plenty•. 

Industrz in Bihar 

Although a stagnant economy ls characteristic 

.feature ot the state, yet Bihar has a tare share ot some 

ot the basic and important industrial complexes both in 

the public ard private sectors. 

5. Draft Fifth Five Year Plan (1974-79), Bihar State 
Planning Board, Government of Bihar, p •. 2. 
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Most important industries of the state are Irol'l 

and Steel, Mica am Cement. Sugar, Paper, Jute and Lac 

industries and 011 mills are also important industries. 

In the public sector, the main industries are, fert.ilizers, 

railway work-shop, enginftering works, electrical engineer

ing llnits, oil refinery, printing presses and road trans

port. In the unorganized and small scale sector, there 

are more than 1,00,000 establishments with approximatelY' 

2,30,000 workers. The location ot the industries is 

determined by the availability of the raw materials. 

Evidently the industries based on agricultural raw mate

rials are mos tly conceutrated in North Bihar, while those 

on minerals are concentrated in Chotanagp~r. 

The iodustrial structure of the state has a dual 

character. Despite the existence of a namber of large 

scale irldllstrial units, the cottage and small scale units 

predominate in many respects. !be rate of growth ot 

village and small industries bas been lesser than large 

and medium indttstries in Bihar. This is clear trout Table 

2 given below. 

It is also evident from Table l tliat while the 

output of Bihar as percentage to that of India increased 

fro~ 1.4 in 19'•9-60 to 3.6 in 1960-66 in case of village 
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Table - 2 

Percentage increase ita the output (constant prices) ot 
Indus·tries in Bihar during the Three Five Year Plans 

Bead.s 

Large and Medium Industries 

Village and Small Industries 

First 
Plan 

Sec om 
Plan 

79.2 

Third 
Plan 

75.8 

Source: A.N.S. Institute ot Social Science. Patna. 

Table ... 3 

Average Values of outp11t ot Bihar as percentage to tba't 
of India during 1949 ... 60 and 1960-66 (F1gares in tbe 
bracket give co-efficient ot variations) 

Beads 

Large and Medium Industries 

Village and Small Industries 

7. 58( 10 .• 0) 

1.4 (10.6) 

1960-66) 

4.9(5.07) 

:3.6(24.5) 

Source: A.N.S. Institute of Social Studies. Patna. 

and small indastries, it declined from 7.58 in 1949-60 

to 4.9 in 1960-66 so tar as large and medium industries 

were concerned. 
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Moreover, the low values of co-et.fictents of 

variations for large and medium industries tn the above 
i tables suggest that as the planning progresses, tbe pattern 

of· large and medium industries 1n Bihar will closely (:_) 

follow that ot India. 

However, the impaet of large-scale pllbltc sector 

projects on the State's economy .bas not been significant 

in Bihar. A big.b man-land ratio, an adverse rural-urban 

ratio and prepond.erently large dependence on agriculture, 

and a low per capita income are still some of the chara

cteristic features ot the state•s economy. 

Social Stratification in Bihar 

As we ha.ve discu.ssed earlier • the d ivislon of 

society on the .basis of caste ls a typical Indian social 

phenomeoon. It exists in Bihar also. Like other parts 

ot t11e country, the social system in Bihar consists ot a 

number of castes and their sub-castes. These cas:tes and 

sub•cnstes constitute heterogeneous social units with 

certain degree of social distance a~ong themselves. The 

higher on the caste scale enjoys higher status (in terms 

ot prestige; power and wealtb) 1n the society. 

At the top of tho social pyramid are the IIpper

eastes or tbe "twice-born" in Bihar. Traditionally• tbey 
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have been enjoying ritual superiority and social prestige 

although they are numerically weak as compared to other 

castes. 6 Their numerical weakness gets diluted because 

of their higher ritual status, economic positions and 

social power and prestige. On the bas.is of their ritual 

rankings, the Brahmins hold the first position tollowed by 

the Bhumibar Brahmins, RaJputs and KaJasthas. These four 

upper: castes also maintain a certain degree ot social 

distance trom other caste groups accorcling to their ranks 

in caste hierarchy. The difference between upper castes, 

the backward castes (barring a few}, and the Scheduled 

castes, is vel:'y wide in terms o.t both social and economic 

statuses and political power. 

In order to examine the social stratification in 

Bihar • based on caste hierarchy - an attempt bas been 

made to classify few selected. Hindu castes into three 

categories, t.e. Opper castes, Backward castes and Sche

duled castes along with their respective numerical stren&th. 

The same is given in Table 4. 

6. Roy, Ramashroy, Caste and Political Recruitment in 
Bihar, in Kothari, RaJni (ed.) Caste in Indian 
Politics, Orient Lonpan, 1970, p. 229. 



Table - 4 

Caste 

96 

Total Population 
(in~) 

------~---------------------
Brahmin Upper Caste 4.74 
Bhumibar Brahmin - do - 2.89 
RaJ put ... do - 4.27 
Kayt:•sthas - do - 1.15 

Yadav or Abir Backward Caste 10.78 
Koeri - do - 4.20 

Kurai -do ... :S.l6 
Teli - do ... 2.77 
Dhanal - do - 1.77 
Kahar - do - 1.66 
Kana - do - 1.64 
Barber - do-- 1.40 
Kamhar - do .... 1.32 
Daniya - do - 1.04 

Dusadh Scheduled Caste 4~17 

Cbamar - do - 4.05 
Kushar .... do - 2.32 
Tanti - do - 1.66 
Mallah - do - 1.1&9 

Dhobi - do - 0.82 
Pasi -do ... 0.55 
Dom - do - 0.01 

Source: Jha, Shashisekhar, Political Blitea in Bihar, 
Vora and Co., Bombay, 1972, p. 20. 
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~tratiflcation Among th~ Upper Castes 

Among the upper caste group, the Brahmins occupy 

the first poiition in tlie caste hierarchy. They consti

tute 4.74 per cent of the total population of the state. 

Traditionally they performed the religious rituals and• 

to some extent, engaged in teaching. 

Bhu.mihars are an important lando-wiling caste which 

constitute 2.89 per cent ot the total population of the 

state. Thou.gb Dburnihar as a caste is not 1l),oluded in 

the •tour-told Varna System•, they have occupied an 1mpor..;. 

tant position among the upper castes. Agriculture is 

their traditional occupation. They, being the landowning 

caste, possess maJor portion of land in Bihar. 

Tbe Rajpu.ts are spread all ov~r the state. They 

occupy the second position in the caste hierarchy. Tradi

tionally, they were the warriors and the landlords. Even 

today the Ro.jputs are the land-owning caste. Bducationa -

lly they .are more advanced than Bbu.miha.rs. 

Educationally, Kayastbas are more advanced than 

any other upper castes. In fact, they were the first in 

Bihar to modernize themselves. 
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StratiticatlonArpong the Backward Castes 

The Yadavaa are numerically the strongest among 

al.l the castes in Bihar. Their tradit1ona"l occupations 

consist of selling of milk and taming of cows. Tbese 

are still their main occupation.s. However, rich D.rld 

educated aaong them are entering into different profe

ssions. Some of them have become powerful political 

entitles. 

The 'Koert• is a cultivating and vegetable growing 

caste. For the last two decades, they have been trying 

to combine themselves with •Kurmis' to ach~eve some poli-r 

tical ends. 

After Yad.avas, Kurmi is an important backward 

caste. The mythological origin of this caste has no 

definite history of its own. Their chief occupation, 

however, is agriculture. 

These three castes have been trying to Sanskr1tise 

themselves. They have adopted "Singhn, ••Sinha" etc. as 

surname and· are also wearing sacred threads like upper 

castes. Often there is a tussle regarding their respe

ctive positions in the social hierarchy. Each of thea 

regards itself hig.lwt.than the other.7 

1. Jha, Shashisekhar, op.cit., p. 75. 
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'Bantns' or 'Vaisbyas' is yet an.other important 

backward caste in Bihar. They are one of tbe tour origi

nal castes, according to the Varna system. Their chief 

occupation ts trade, raoney-lending, and business • 

.§octal §tratiflcation &nong Scheduled Castes 

Scbedu.led cas·tes constt tate 14.07 per cent of the 

total population. They embrace as rnany -as 23 scheduled 

castes. Among Scheduled castes 'Dusadh' are numerically 

the strongest followed by Chamar, Kusallara, Dhobi and 

Past. 8 They are primarily landless labourers but some 

ot them have specific traditional ocoup,.tions. 

An attempt bas been asade by L.P. V1dyarath1 to 

categorize the Scheduled Castes into four economic types.9 

(1) groups enga;ed tn scavel)ging and allied occu.pat1oDs 

like the 'Bhangi•, and the 'Mehtar•, (2) Communities 

engaged ln leather work like tbe 'Chamar', (l) the arti

sans or the semi-skilled labour like the 'Past• and the 

•Turi', and (4) the peripheral and landless agricultural 

labourers like •nusadb.' and 'M:usbar'', etc. 

8. Singh, R,P. and Kumar, A., 'Monograph ot Bihar•, 
Bharat1 Bbawan, Patna, 1970, p. 104. 

9. V1dyarth1, L.P., •Barijan Today•, Classical 
Publications, Delhi, 1979, pp. 212-213. 
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Stratitication Aaoug tbe frUaes 

The large scale iDd~stries are mainly concentrated 

in the Chotanagpur region ot Bihar. Incidentally this 

reg.ion is largely inhabited by var1ou.s tribes who also 

form the major ohQnk ot labour force in these large-enter

prises. It, thus, becoaes desirable to include these 

tribal people tor our analy.sis ot the • consequences ot 

indu.striallzation on social stratification in Bihar'. 

Moreover, the tribes cannot be left alone, as Gburye also 

believes that "lt is misleading to call the tribes aborl• 

glnes or antoctbones, they were fallen Hindus and should 

be treated as backward Hindus and that they should be 

completely assimilated into the Hindu society.n10 

Tabla 5 sums up the occupational status of diffe

rent tribes, found in the Chotanagpur region of Bihar. 

Bunting and 
collecting 
stage 

Table - 5 

Occupattortal/Beonoaaie Statue 

Shifting or Jbum 
cultivation, Jbum
bering, etc. 

Settled agricu.l
turist, weavers, 
poultry keepers, etc. _ .. ________ ........ .., ..... __ .... ______ ....................... __ 

Kbaria, 
Birhor 

Saherta, Bbuiyan, 
Karwar, Asur 

Manda, Bo, Santbal, 
Oraon 

Source: Prasad, Narmadesbwar, Integration of Tribal People 
in Indian Society, Paper for the Annual Conference 
of the Indian Committee tor Cultural Freedoa, 
Patna, December 15, 1957, p. 4. 

10. 
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,~m.eact of Irutustr1al1zation on Social Stratitica.tion 

In4ustr.ial1zation of a region is followed by an 

increasing interdependence of its economic acd social 

factors. Oftentimes, the sociological and also the soolo

otbropological and economic ltteratures reflect that such 

interdependence between the economic and social sectors 

is generally accorapanied by a !!.is!ntegration or atleast 

a modification ot traditional structares existing in that 

particular region. 

In the f p~; section • 1 t ~Wc~\.1~ our endeavour 

to assess tbe process and extent ot disintegra.tlon of the 

traditional system of stratification in Bihar, caused by 

the above-said. interdependence. For this purpose"'~ caste

occupation link can be taken as a ground to Judge the 

actual extent of disintegration in the traditional caste 

system. 

With the establishment ot the large-scale enterpri

ses in South Bihar. a great demand for industrial working 

force resulted in a mass scale migration trom the neigh

bouring areas. Martin Orans, studying the effects of 

Jamshedpur•s urban and industrial environment on the tradi

tional culture of the neighbouring areas,oltserves the 

trend of migration. Be finds that while the upper caste 
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have shifted to ·modern professions .requiring blgher educa

tion, the lower castes have shifted to modern Jobs requir

ing little literacy. 11 This shows the trend of horizontal 

mobility which is largely prevalent in the occupational 

structure of the industries in Blhar. 

However, with an increased occupational blerarcbles 

in the industrial arena, the posstbil.1 ty of upward occupa

tional mobility cannot be dented. As we find th.at the 

closer one approaches to 1ndustey, the more the traditional 

trades of the various castes lose their taportance. Recrult

&nent to the higher positions in the 1ndu.stry is not based 

on caste. It is uade available on individual skill and 

specialized knowledge... ltoreove.-, in the industrial area, 

workers from different castes have to work side by side, 

live 111 the same blo~k.s of building and draw water from 

the same taps. Thus, tn thl.s secular atmosphere ot lndas

try, caste looses its ldenti~y so far as its rigidity is 

concerned. The change in ~ccupat1on is immanent in the 

industry which 1s bound to bring changes in the occupa

tional structure of castes. Host ot the occupations in 

the indllstry are caste free and are open to members of 

11. Orans, Martl:n, Tile Sental& A Tribe 1n Search ot 
a Great Tradition. Wayne State University Preas, 
Detroit. 1965. 
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every caste. This change of occupation overcomes the caste 

system in the sense that members of one caste have gained 

footing in the occupational monopoly of another caste. 

However. the greater existence of tlie hierarchical 

system of ranking• which is a crucial faotor for the social 

and functional organisation and to some extent, the local 

circuits of relationships which frequently survive in 

Bihar, preeents a view that by far the largest number of 

castes a.re straight forward pcc:.'!Eati.onal Castes - which 

hold the monopoly over the occupations traditionally 

carried. out by them.-

This may be attributed to the low level of industria

lization in the state. Table 6* shows that very low per

centage of total scheduled castes are dependent on indQ&tries. 

The low percentage of dependence. as is evident 

from Table-6, on the industrial sector can be said to be 

a cons.equ.ence of low degree ot industrialization in Bihar. 

It we surYey the .economic development, particularly in tbe 

industrial sector in conJunction with the population growth, 

it becomes evident that the industrial and service sector 

* Unfortunately, no such data is available tor the 
upper castes and backward castes in the Census after 
1931. We have • tber.efore • shown the caste occupa
tion structure of the Scheduled Castes in Table-6. 



'lADLE - 6 

PERCENT AGE OF HALES Et-tPLOYRD IN THE OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS IN KBBPlliG WITH CASTE UGI>IDERSBIP, 

BIHAR, 1971 

Caste T.O • T.E. I II III IV v VI VII VIII IX X ... _. ........ -~ .............. ._.._......,_, _____ ~ __ ... ~--- ........ - ........ ..- ... _____________ 

Ban tar 40.2 59.8 11.0 46.1 1.2 0.01 1.5 0.09 0.03 o.o, 0.04 0.34 

Bhogta 41.5 58.5 37.7 17.0 1.0 1.6 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.12 0.2 0.4 

Bhuiya 47.1 sa.J 6.0 51.~ o.s 0.2 0.1 0 .. 2 o.s 0.05 0.1 0.1 

Bhumlj 42.8 57.2 11.6 44 .. 5 0.2 0.1 - - 0.6 

Cba.mar 46.2 53.8 7.5 \2.8 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.12 0.12 0.3 0.6 

Cbaupal l:a4.6 55.4 11.0 39.6 0.3 0.01 2.0 0.2 0.01 1.7 0.12 o.s 
Dab gar 47 .4. 52.6. 5.3 25.5 0.2 0.2 5.7 6.1 7.6 0.9 1.1 

Dhabi 48.0 52.0 17., 22.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.5 9.7 

Dbm 43.0 57.0 9.3 23.8 1.0 0.6 17.9 1.5 0.18 0.2 0.6 2.3 

Ousadh 44.4 55.6 9.2 42.5 o.s 0.2 0.2 o.6 0.1) 0.2 0.6 1.'•7 

Ghasi 46.2 53.8 15.4 29.2 2.7 0.4.4 1.5 1.0 0.3 0.) 1.0 2.0 

Balalkbor 51.0 49.0 7.8 25.5 0.3 - 3.8 2.6 0.1 1.1 1.8 6.0 

...... - .... ._.---- ._.-------- ..... --- ~- ._ ... - .... - ..................... ---- .... ~- ..... - ...... - ,_ ...... --
(contd ••• ) ~ 

0 
~ 



i'f!ble - 6 {Contd .... } 
Caste T.o. T.E. I II III IV v VI VII VIII IX X .. ..., ....... ,... ~ .............. _. ...................... ---- ......... .._.- ... ..- ............. ,_--- ....... ~- ~-. ............ ~-. ..... - ... ~-
Bari 

KanJar 

Kurartar 

Lalbegl 

Hasahar 

Bat 

Pan or Swasi 

Pasi 

Raj war 

44..7 55.3 7.4 34.1 1.7 1.1 2.3 1.0 0.2 0 .. 2 1.8 

42.4 57 .. 6 6.5 28.7 2 .. 3 11.7 6.5 o.6 0.1 0.4 0.4 

40.3 59.7 11.4 37.2 3.7 0.3 4.5 0.1 0.3 

40.1 59.9 58.1 1.8 - -
38.8 61.2 2.3 57.4 0.9 0.1 0.04 0.1 0.03 0.03 0.06 

61.9 )8.1 5.7 27.8 1.3 0.0) 0.2 o.J o.o6 1.6 0.1 

42.7 57.3 24.0 19.8 0.8 o.s 7.0 1.3 o.t 0.6 o.s 
48.8 51.2 10.7 23.9 0.4 0.5 7.7 1.6 0.2 4.9 o.s 
42.6 57.1i 12.7 39.4 0.5 2.5 0.4 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.5 

T .o. - Traditional Occupation.; T .lS. - Total Rllployed. 

I ~ Cultivators; II- Agricultural Labourers; III- Livestock, Forestry and 
Fisheries; IV- Mining and Quarry; V- Household Industry; VI- Other than 
Household Industry; VII- Construction; VIII- Trade and Commerce; 
IX- Transport; X- Other Services. 

Source : Censas of Bihar, Special Tables for Schedul~d Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
Series- 4, Part V-A, 197~. pp. 22-23. 

1 5•5 

0.4 

2.0 

-
O.J 

1.0 

J.t 

0.8 

0.6 
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is by no ~eans capable or absorbing the surplus labour 

force. With a current population growth rate, the industry 

would have to provtd.e several millions of new Jobs a year 

1 n order to provtd.e employment to the new potential workers. 

We notice that even when the degree ot industrialization is 

low in Bihar, it bas atteeted to some extent, the caste

based occupational structure of the state. 

!ndustrialization and Its Social Im;eact in.Cbota.nagesr 

As we bave already seen, the first wake of industrta

llzatlon was felt in the Obotanagpa&r division of Bihar. The 

establishment of various coal aainlng industries in Jharla, 

Bokaro and Karanpura coalfields in Dhanbad district in 1856 

and the installation of Tata Iron and Steel FaQtory in 

Jamshedpur in S1nghbbum distr~ct in 1907 were important 

events for the reg1on. 1' Tbe pace of industrialization 

was further accelerated after India's Independence. Many 

industrial cities like llancht, Dbanbad, Bokaro, Jaesbed}nlr, 

etc. came up in due course and provided a network of indus• 

tries. 

tl. V1dyarthi, L.P. Socio-cultural Implications ot 
Indastrlal;lzation in India - A Case Study ot Tribal 
Bihar, Research Programme Committee, Planning 
Coml:llission, Govt. of India, New Delhi, 1970, p. 5. 
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L.P. Vld'j:arthl also observes& "••••• in the process 

of urbanization and the growth of industrial towns, one 

can not toil to notice that Chotanagpu.r has been in the 

grip of an Industrial Revolution, and consequent to a 

rapid urbanization, comparatively ln a short span ot time 
' 

which has led tbts region to "industry-based urban explo-

s1on.n. Su.cb an "n.plosion" in the heart of tribal belt 

ot Middle India has led to tbe "cultural mutation", and 

the once isolated, homogeneous folk and _primitive c~mun1-

ties were exposed to the world-wide net-work.n14 

Tbe impact of tbe various large-scale enterprises 

was largely telt by the trlbals who are nu11ertcally dOIIi

nant in. the Chotanagpur division. A Dumber ot r:rtud1es, 

condqcted by sociologists and social anthropologists reveal 

that industrialization bas transformed the tribal calture 

in this region. L.P. Vidyartbi's study15 of the ltatia. 

Heavy Engineering Complex near Rabcbi and Pranab Gupta's 

study16 of the cement factory in Jbinkpan1 reveal that 

many tribals have been uprooted from tbeir land and have 

lost their traditional mainstay of lifet i.e., agricalture.-. 

1~.:/ Ibid, p. 6. 
1S. Vidyarth1, L.P. Ibid. 
16. Gupta, Pranab Kumar Bas, Impact of Industrializa

tion on a Tribe 1n South Bihar. Anthropological 
Survey ot India, Calcutta, 1978. 
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They have shifted to various indastrial occupations 

mostly unskilled ones. Due to their shift in the industry 

and thereby an increasing contacts with different caste

people, a s1gn1t1cant change, i.e., "detribalisatton" t.s 

taking place amonc the tribes. 

However, the impact ot 1ndustr1alizattou has 'been 

areatest among the factory workers than else~here. On 

the one hand, industrialization ts bringing changes in 

tbeir traditional structures and on the other, it is creat

ing a new soci.ety marked by new social values and behaviou

ral patterns. 

Table 7 gives an account of the maJor tribal cate

gories of Chotanagpur, employed in the occapational groups. 

As 1 t appears trom the table,· less than .50 per cent ot 

tbe tribal populatioft are engaged in their traditional 

occupation. Tribes like Bibor and Lobara show a marked 

shift from their traditional occupation to.household

indastries. Bihor accounted for about 20.3 per cent while 

Lohara accounted tor about 13.0 per ceut. It is the Khond. 

which showed more concent.ra.tlon in mining a.ud quarr:l.ng 

activities. They have accounted for about 41.6 per cent 

of their total population. 



T&BLB - 7 

PERCRNTAGE OF MALES EMPLOYED IN 'l'BE OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS IN KEEPING WITH TRIB.R KBMBRRSBIP • 

CBOTANAGPUR DIVISION. BIIIAR, 1971 

Tribe T.o. T.E. I II III IV. v VI VII VIII IX X 

Blrbor 41~6 58.4 12.3 17.3 5.1 o.s 20.3 2.5 - 0.1 
Gond 40.4 59.6 42.1 12.2 0.6 f.o 0.2 1.4 O.Oit 0.2 O.l 1.56 

no ft5.1f Stt .6 35.8 14.1 o.s 0.5 0.4 1. !' 0.07 0.03 0.6 1.2 

Kharia 46.2 53.8 40.3 10.9 0.4 o.oJ 0.1 0.2 o.ol o.-o6 0.05 ~~. 71i~ 
-..-; ... 

Kbarwar 42.3 57.7 42 .• 8 13.1 0.8- 0.2 0.06 0.1 o.o:; . 0.06 0.1 0.4 
Khond 28.3 71.7 28.3 00.6 41.6 1.2 -
Lobar a 44.5 55.5 20.2 17.6 o.s 0.6 13.0 1.8 0.1 0.1 o.s 1.1 

M:unda 43.8 56.2 1;4.3 9 .. 0 o.:; o.:; 0 .. 13 0.67 0.1 0.1 0.02 1.3 

Ora on 47.9 52.1 40 .. 2 8~0 0.4 O.lt 0.1 0.8 0.1 0.06 0.4 1.6 
Santbal 43.8 56 .. 2 35.6 16.0 0.7 . 2.1 0.07 0.7 0.1 0.0:3 0 •. 3 o.s 

T.o. - Traditional Ocoupa'tion; T.E. - Total Employed~ 
I- Caltivators; II- Agricultural Labourers; III- Livestock, Forestry and Fisheries; 
IV- Mining and Quarry; V- Household Industry; VI- Other than Household lndust.ry; 
VII- Construction; VIII- Trade and Commerce; IX- Transport; X-other Services. 

Source: Census of Bihar, Seecial ~fables :for Scheduled Castes.aud Scheduled Tribes, 
~ 

0 Sertes-4, Part V-A, 1971, pp. 262-2&3. co 
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Thus. these tribes have been more influenced by 

t be indust.rial development 1n the· region. There have 

been large-scale shifts in their occupations. Majority 

of the• are engaged mainly in the unskilled and semi

skilled Jobs in various tactori~s. However, their enhan

ced economic condition has earned them higher prestige 

and status in t;heir native villages. In view of these, 

the possibility o:t upward mobility oan be attributed to 

the industrialization that has taken place in the region. 

Though the above analysis is not quite comprehensive, 

it does enable us to conclude that the.re is no significant 

disintegration ot the traditional occupational pattern. 

It seems that the new class structure in the industrial 

area still continues to tanction within the existing caste 

ld~ntities, only oocasstonally cutting across the caste 

loyalties. The new principle of modern 1ndustrialisa~ 1 not 

yet having coae into existence 1n a revolutiol'lary break 

with the caste divisions, the top in the caste hierarchy 

find it he:ndy to use the caste loyalities to keep their 

class advantage. Tbus, i·t can be said that in the urban 

setting, it is the continuation of the rural divisions 

beyond the village boandaries. As a result, the Scheduled 

Castes and the Scheduled Tribes aostly come to occupy the 
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lowest, the most degraded and low paid positions in 

working class in various industries. 

The upper-castes being educationally in advantage ... 

ous positions, claim larger share in higher Jobs in the 

industries. Theoretically, tbe esteemed Jobs are availa

ble on the basis ot individual's achievement and talent. 

It 1s otten the nature ot caste•f'eudalism that determines 

which groups would have accestt to certain jobs and which 

groups would be willing to take tbe most ardaous employ

ment. From the very beginning, the "educated elite" com

posed of higher castes.C:.:J'Tberefore • the new profession& 

and occapat1ons in urban areas, based on modern education, 

are filled in overwhelmingly by the ~embers of the upper 

castes and to some extent by the econo•tcally advanced 

backward castes. 

The other reason for the individuals to oontizu:te 

with tbelr traditional occupations, particularly in the 

lower castes. is the interior economic status. Many o1 

them remain under debt. This is one of tbe crucial factors 

which does not allow any change in their occupations. 

There are a .few possibilities open to individuals belong

ing to the lower castes to shift to new occupations. In 

maJority of the cases, it is more d1t.t1cult as they do 

not have capital (especially land) of their own. 
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Moreover, transfer to other sectors are most fre

quently encountered. in those occupational grou.ps whose 

traditional basis of earnings have been withdrawn. The 

changes in. occupations get restricted in those sttu.ation.s 

too where a largely stagnating demand is no longer able 

to support the increasing nuaher of members in those 

castes. For example, the caste ot Charnars, which specia

lises tn leather works, is atfe.cted by the modern develop

ment. The maJority of tbe population increasingly preters 

to buy mass-prod.uced shoes aid leather goods whieb are 

available even to the rural population through a network 

of market. fbis means that they cannot compete with the 

leather goods produced by the factory. Therefore, great 

majority of them have toQlook tor employ•ent avenQes avai

lablo ill the industrial sector. 

~mpact .. ot Caste on Indastrx in, Bibar 

The pattern of social stratification in Bihar is 

keeping its agrarian character unaltered to a great extent. 

Tbe forces of indl.lstrialization and urbanization bave not 

taken over substantially. Tbere are evideucee to dem.onstrate 
0 

tbat most of the in41v1~uals or groups, which enJoyed 

higher ,,_'Hoi al posi tton in the past, still have near access 

to the highest positions in variou.s indu.stries. A very lew 
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social groups enJoying middle ranks in the caste hierarchy 

occupy the top positions,. while most of them have low 

positions. This is also noticed in respect of those wbo 

belong to the lowest stratum ot the caste system. 

Yogondra Singh rightly observes that •the caste 

stratification does influence the nature ot the industrial 

working class. If affects its class character. Industrial 

workers .maintain and continue close relationships with 

their caste and kin groups, village and regions.•17 

Som.ewhat sar.oe observations hold true tor Bihar also. 

Martin Orans found that the Santals who work in Jamshedpur 

have accepted industrial employment as an alternative to 

living on the land :without giving up all their traditional 

eul ture. tt.Baving a job at Tat a is like having land", they 

say, "you can pass it on to yoW" son.n18 

Hartin Orans found that the degree ot ·ttKodcrnization" 

varied directly with residential proximity to the city. Be 

also observed, however, that such proximity was not automa

tically followed by acculturation of lUndaism. Although 

17. Singh, Yogendra, Sociology ol Social Stratification 
A S&&rvey of Research in Sociology and Social Anthro
pology. Vol. I, p. 347. 

18. Orans, Martin, The Santa.l: A Tribe in Search of a 
Great Tradition. Wayne University Press, Detroit, 
196S. 
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the Santals were adapting to industrial life, they were 

doing so by incorporating some ot its features into a 

newly created Santal "Great tradition"• 

Michael Amea•s study of two Jaaslle4pur factories 

extends to the earlier stydy of Martin Orans on Santal 

tribes in industrial employment ot Jamsbedpur. Alles finds 

a process of "oompartmentaltaation" within the factories 

and ._\:lletween the ct ty and the vi.llage: 

"Tho soolal relations in the 'works' departments 

ot the factories avpeared. more impersonal and '•oderntzed• 

than the relations in the clerical departments; 11anagers 

or supervisory personal, who sometimes ran their ottioes 

like petty Zamlndars, woald quickly switch to more profe

ssional, Job-specific behaviour when dealing with workers 

inside the factory. Tbe most noticeable coapartmental1za

tlon, however, was between Jamshedpur (work) and native 

place (bo•e). It seemed tbat many ot tbe workers conside

red their quarters 1n the company housing colonies as part 

of the working rather than bome compartment. They prefe

rred. to hold ceremonies, births, confinement, etc. at home 

at tbel.r 11attve places, but when 1t was necessary to use 

company or city - quarters, all manner of ritual neutrali

zation was pen.aiss1ble". 19 

- _-...------------ -- ~ -._ u•--.._ "'... 

' !" -· .• ~ ... - ... ,., .·:~1: .. • !'_,.;~ ~ ...... ;.,._\ 
-"'~ .... ·-~.: j 

~ ------ ~--__...----~~ ~----.r-- ~ ....__~ f' 

Ames, Michael K. 'Modernization and S'ocial Structure 
ot Family, Caste, Class tn Jamsbedpur•, If!, July 
1969, Special Number, PP• i2i7•1224. 
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Thus, both Ames and Oro.ns stQdies suggest that a 

co01pany house is not a home and that the signi.ficant compart

mentalization in these cases is between the village and the 

industrial urbau .environment. 

Thus, it seems plausible to assume that tbe)lower 

castes are trying to adapt modern and traditioual .segments 

of culture in a dynamic manner with the resou.-oes at their 

command. Their ad.aptations need not follow a general "law" 

ot change other than those of the upper or middle castes. 

Aaaong the lower castes working in· the industry, some 

sort of segregat.ions are practised. Endogamy is still 

practised. The member of different castes do not usually 

pass their leisare houlla in an inter-caste groupt.tgs. L.P. 

Vidyartht, while studying the Batia Heavy Blectr1cal Complex 

also points out "••••• it has be!en noticed that araong trlbals 

they generally try to prepare their houses in the slums 

with their tribe members and also with their village people. 

Whereas among the non-tribal a 1 t is tou.nd that they like 

to have a ueighbourhood vith their caste people of their 

areas or atleast with the members ot the same language. 

But it is not found so strictly in the industrial township 

areas as the formation of neighbourhood does not depend upon 

the people themselves.n20 

20. V1dyarth1, L.P. op.e1t •• p. 206. 
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Tbas, tbe "cnste mtxings" 1& the modern industries 

in Bihar follow the old patterns. Work-related caste-m1x-

1ngs always exist alongside more easte-restricted condu.ct 

ln the domestic ani social spheres. 

Tbe New Working Class and IU.ddle Class in @1bar 

As we have already noted• the advanta~position 

in tbe old (caste) system generally facilitates advanta• 

gee in the new {industrial class) system. 

As far as the structure o:f the new •working class' 

is concerned, only ten per cent live in the urban areas. 

Among thel!l 41 per cent workers employed in industrial and 

mines areas live below the poverty line. lfbt.lse workers 

mostly belong to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled tribes. 

A large !lUmber of agricaltural labourers often leave their 

village 1ft slack season and migrate to the Qrban areas to 

eara;some money. However, they return to their villages 

during the agricultural season. Thus, we ttnd that most ot 

the industrial woekers in Bihar are pushed out by the nature 

ot the agricultural operations 1D the region. Their migra

tion is also caased by the overcrowding aD1 unemployment in 

agrioul tural secto.r rather than they are pulled by the factory 

life. Besides, most ot the factory and mines workers are 

orgnnized. tn trade unions and these trade unions are 
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controlled by ONTUC, AITUO, CITV and other political 

Another signi:ticaut consequ.ence of indllstr1al1za

tion in Bihar is the emergence et 1be urban 'Middle Class•. 

The compost tioD o:t the a.rban middle class 1& interesting. 

It belongs to the upper castes who had OPiiOrtunities to 

take advantage of modern education. They formed tbe class 

of modern intelligentsia. Due to low economic coustraillto 

and also lower social status castes like 'Yadav•, 'Kurmt•, 

'Dhobi', 'Cbamar•, 'Dom•, 'Dusadh' and a number of other 

remained deprived ot modern education. Thus; tbe prpte

&sional groups, the managers, the vhite-eollars and other 

government officers are overwhelmingly drawn trom the upper 

castes. They are economically as well as educationally 

well oft. Aa G.K. Prasad sayss "Sl per cent of the bureau

crats at different levels in Bihar belong to tke upper 

castes.n21 

However, due to po.litical decisions and constitu

tional provisions for reservation in favour of Scheduled 

Castes. Scheduled Tribes and Backward Castes in education 

as well as in jobs, a sizeable nwuber ot them bave entered 

21. Prasad, O.K., Bureaucrats-in India& A Sociological 
Study, Sterling Publishers, New Delhi, 1974, p. 36. 
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in the state bureaucracy. Among the backward castes -

Yadavas, Kurmi, Ko1r1 and Dania, who are economically better 

off as compared to other backward castes, are increasingly 

entering the modern Jobs available in the state and out

side it.-

Thus, even in the transformation of tbe urban;111iddle 

class indastrializatlon does not have a direct relevance. 

Edacational opportunities, the economically and poi1t1ca.lly 

advantageous post tions pass t.brougb the pre-existing caste 

mould and take the form to grab newly created oppor&unities. 

An ~erview 

1he above analysis of tbe stratification system ill 
!}/ 

Bihar even after 1ntustr1a.lizat1on, gives an impeession 

thnt the existing strat1t1cation is a trtte representation 

of the agrarian society, i.e., bnsed on.the caste beirarchy. 

However, it we look at the clAss stratification ae compara

tively an open system, in whicb any one can have an access 

provided one bas competence and resources to manipulate 

the demands made by an indastr1al1zed society, we find that 

both the systems are oo-e.xi stin.g atleo.st in and around the 

industrial set-up. Neither the caste stratified society 

has f11lly disappeared nor the newer class stratified one 

h.as tu.lly emerged. Particularly in the industrial-urban 
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areas clasetdoome to exist w1 thin a single caste and ditto

rent castes are building up a single class. HellCe, it is 

generally believed that the present society in Bihar is at 

a transi ttonal stage, of cottrse, by a d1 &proportionate admix

ture of elements of caste as well as class stratification!.? 

Yet, it is non-logical to assert that the exact 

transitional point of Bihar society frotn traditional (caste) 

to industrial or modern (class) bas arrived. Traditional 

elements are still dominating the scene in the industrial 

sector, though the system of production is slightly shifting 

from agrarian to industrial. Once highly placed individuals 

or groups in the traditional stratification system finds it 

easy to dominate the existing upper most social scale, 

materially as well as socially (power am prestige). On 

the other hand, lower an~ lowest strata in the industrial 

class structure occapy1 by and large the same posi tlon which 

they occupy in the caste hierarchy. However. changes brought 

about by the indus·trial system can t'lot be denied in the 

1ndastrially advanced areas. Thus, it can be safely con

cluded that industrialization bas succeeded in bringing 

only a PARTIAL coonge in the traditional caste stratifi• 

cation in Bihar. 
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CONCWSIOB 

Much of what has been said is the extreme contrast 

between the patterns of social stratification in pre

industrial and industrial societies. It is believed that 

a drastic change in the economic conditions ot a country 

invariably leads to an equally drastic social change. 

Thns, as industrialization grows in a given society, the 

traditional institutions and value-patterns are assumed 

to change inevitably in the direction of the Western modes 

of social life and thought. At the very least, it must 

result in the 'complication• of systems of stratification. 

More commonly, it gives rise to competing systems of 

stratification, since its criteria of placement and valua

tion contrast sharply with traditional modes ot assigning 

status, power and prestige. 

However, in a numbeJ" of ways the results of the 

several st11dies on India appear to differ from the results 

to be expected according to the accepted patll of industri

alism and its related phenomena.. They have arrived at a 

conclusion thnt the adoption ot achievement-oriented 

occu»ations in the context of industrialization does 

not imply the total abandoD!Ient of traditional social 
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organization. Features of the latter remain viable both 

in rural coaumunities and as "adaptive mechanisms" in cities. 

In his study of five factories in Poona, Lambert finds that 

the industry is not moving in Sb orderly a tasbion towards 

the modernization end. Industry is a mucb more differen

tiated and gentle graft and its effects are not so strong 

as might be imagined. Similarly, Milton Singer, while 

studying aineteen industrialist families in Madras concludes 

that tbe modern techn.ology has not at.tected much the features 

ot caste. Caste still plays a predominant role in social 

life. Be asserts that the Indian society has been adJust

ing itself to new forces and circumstances tbrough certain 

strategies of adaptation. Caste system also persists in 

industry through some adaptive .strategies, like collpartaen

tali,;ation between work ~)fphere and tbe social life. 

Tbus, we find that a slow and limited industriali

zation has permitted a considerable adjustment and compro11ise 

between the traditional and the modern. One can possibly 

find a. direct transfer of quasi-feudal relations between 

, 1 and lords and ')tenants to similar relations between factory

owners and workers (although it is not necessarily always 

proporti.ona.l). Only certain castes have been able to take 

advantage o.t the fruits of industrialization and only certain 
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occupations are open to them. Professional, white-collar, 

big business, etc. are yet •closed' to the vast maj.,1ty 

ot the lewer castes. This may be ~attributed to the tact 

that since·.~educatiou becomes a key determinant of occupa

tional achievement, tbe chances of "getting ahead" tor 

those who start in a lowly position are inevitably d1mint

sbed. This is the reason, they work mostly as skilled and 

sell!li•skilled workers and are also engaged in their caste

occupations in small trade and household industries. 

Regarding the matter of differentiation, it has been 

said that there is a broad trend towards greater economic 

equality as a particu.lar society progresses from a tradt ... 

tional to an industrial form. We find, however, that in 

India, the different social strata may well be benefitting 

trom a levelling upwards of living standards, at tbe base 

ot the stratification hierarchy, there is increasing in• 

equ.ality. 

'l'be second set of argaments has been tbat there t.s 

a atowing consistency between different stratification 

orders due to industrialization. However, evidences in 

India indicate that as a consequence of industrialization, 

stratification systems are becoming somewhat less well 

integrated in certain respects. This evidence refers to 
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wbat has become known as the "industrial working class". 

It suggests that the appreciable gains in income and ln 

general living standards recently achieved by certain 

sections of the lower castes have n,ot tor the most paJ>t 

been accoQ~anied by changes in their lite-styles of such 

a kind that their status position will be enhanced commen

surately with their economic positions;. In other words, 

certain cultural and •social' barriers still widely exist 

between •working class• and •middle class• even tn cases 

where immediate 11aterial tttf.terences have now disappeared. 

Lastly, we come to the matter of social mobility. 

Here, the first question arises is that whether it is valid 

to assume that Indian society is having reglllarly higher 

rates .of mobility atter tho introduction of industrializa

tion than before., We argue '&.bat this view sbould not be 

too readily accepted and suggest that Indian society vaa 

far less rigidly stratified than have been supposed. Tbe 

caste system did otter. though in limited and exceptional 

cases, changes in status mobility. There is substantial 

evidence to suggest tbat, even in the past, mobility was 

possible through channels such a.s'migration to far-off 

regions, raising a particular caste status (Sabskrittzation). 

accumulation of wealth and power during economic or 
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political crisis by some castes and so oa. However, witb 

the growth of industrialization social mobility is increa

singly taking place, especially in the urban areas. 

Caate and Class: We can characterize the systems G!f 

socta.l stratification fo11nd ln the industrial and pre• 

industrial societies as achievement-oriented and ascription

oriented, respectively. The industrial value system assumes 

that any given occupational role and its role-occupant are 

distinct a.nd separable so that in response to the needs 

of efficiency people are tree to 11ove fro11 one occupational 

role to another. On tbe other hand, the ascr1pt1o.n-or1ented 

stratification o:f the complex non-industrial society is 

associated wlth a value system which implicitly assuaes 

that the work a man does and the man hiaaself are -·· . :--·>,,, 
...... _.. '···· ·-~/·' 

indistinguishable. 

The traditional India, of course, is a noteworthy 

instan.ce ot the latter. Her ca.ste syste111 tuseo occupational 

role and role-occupant with respect to thousands of specia

lized tasks. 

Nevertheless, the impact of industrialization, dur.ing 

the colonial period and. especially atter Independence, bas 

not remained neutral in this regard. The achievement-orien

ted stratification system in •odern technology and occupa

tion have·Jsucceeded in detaching work trow its caste contexts. 
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Thus, if a certain individual, gro~p or family is able 

to acquire high status attributes such as education, 

wealth or better occupational position, the individual 

or group may become a member of higher social rank. This 

is no doubt associated with an increase in individual 

mob111 ty. The distinctions betwee.n the strata have become 

less rigid and less visible today than they have been in 

the previous centuries. 

This ·new phenomenon, as a consequence of industria

lization, makes one assume that tbe caste system in-India 

is yielding to •class• system of the West. However, a 

comprehen~ive analysi.s of the problew reveals that the 

above phenomenon is confined largely to the few industrial• 

urban centres and the cities. The impact ot industry is 

telt only in the neighbouring· areas, limited to few miles. 

tn the rural areas, still occu.pied by the vast maJority o.f 

Indian population, the system ot stratification remains 

•closed'. The ranking depends more on the 'traditional 

· evaluation of caste status. In other words, ascribed 
-lt;L 

social status is widely su~r.sede-s 11r status - assignutent 

made on the basis of individuals• qa:alities and acllieve

ments. The occupational structure is also widely deter

mined by the institution of caste. 
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Thus, we find that both caste and class have a 

situational focus and arperson participates simultaneously 

in both situations. It can certainly be argued tllat nearly 

everyone :.i.n India is in some sense "marginal" as between 

caste and class values. 

The contrast between the pa.tterns of stratification 

in pre-industrial and industrial societies holds special 

significance in our analysis. What -_,e realize is that 

the new technological ord.er and 1 ts social struct~&ral con

comwitants have uptil now failed to replace completely tt11t 

the earlier traditional social order and its technological 

base. The Indian experien.ce ot 1ndl.lstrialization and its 

social consequences, therefore, does not tit the Western 

atodel. Our analysis reveals that the process of 1ndustr1a-

11zat1on need :not necessarily destroy the traditional system 

ot stratitlcation and inevitably bring in "modern" system 

of economic classes. In fact, a good deal ot technical 

aodern1zat1on in India has strengthened the traditional 

system ot caste. We, therefore, oonclude}1:a.ying that 
~ ,, 
~se both the industrial process and traditional socie-

ties are heterogeneous, contact between the two will occor 

at di:fferent points of every society, making it a mistake 

to assume that conseqttences ot industrialization will be 

uniform in all societies. 
It 
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